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SUGAR PRICES SEPTEMBER 14 TO OCTOBER 14, 19°9·
---
96° 88°
Date. ,-Centri fugals--., ,..-------Beets------,
per lb. pel" ton per 100 wt. per ton
Sept. 14 .... · .... 4· 16¢ $83.20 TIS 9el $89.80
,;,; 15· ........ " ., lIS 9el "
.. 16......... 4·2 q: 84.20 lIS 9~-:4c1 90.00
17·· ....... " " lIS 9~d "
., 18 ... , ..... " " ITS 9~id "
19 ......... ., " lIS 9~el "
." 20 ......... 4·2.)0~: 84.70 lIS 8,r4el 89-4'.)
" 21 ......... " " lIS 80cl "
" 22 ......... " " lIS 9el 89·80
" 23········ . " " I [S 80cl 89-40
24········ . " " IIS 9el 89.80
.,;
25········ . " " IIS 9el "
" 26 ......... " " lIS 9el "
27········ . " lIS 9el "
'0'; 28 ......... " " I.IS 9el "
29 ......... 12S 70c1 93.60
.,
3°········ .
,;,; I2S 70el "
Oct. I ......... ,;. I2S 7}:;el "
" 2 ......... 4.20~l 84.00 lOS IO,r~cl 85.80
., 3 ......... " " lOS roY;el "
" 4 .. · .. · .. · " lOS 9:Y-i c1 85.60
" :; ......... 4·235\l 84.7° lOS ro~:;c1 85.80
" 6 ......... " " lIS 86.40
" 7 ......... " " TTS "
" 8 ......... " " 1IS 6el 88.60
" 9 ......... " " TIS 6rl "
" " " lIS 6el "10 .........
" " I IS 6el "II .........
" 12 ......... " " lIS 6rl "
., 13 ......... 4·30\~ 86.00 lIS 4%rl 88.00
" 14 ......... 4.250 85.00 TTS 3~ic1 87.80
U. S. FOUR PORT<S SUMMARY TO OCTOBER 7, 19°9, IN
TONS (INCLUDING NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILA-
DELPHIA AND BALTIMORE).
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1,012
49.61 3
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45.000
47,540
12,525
II,52 7
49,61 3
5°,0°9
85 I ,933
137-474
78,70 3
353
45.0 89
77,3SR
§§223.304
229,608
6.203
21,3°3
I.67 T,358
595
17,17°
18,310
7°°
74
43,562
17,465
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(The New Orleans Statistics Given Elsewhere.)
1909
Oct. 7
6,713Receipts for week from Cuba .
" " " "Porto Rico .
" " " "other W. 1. Islands ..
" " " "Brazil . . .
" " " "Philippine Islands .
" " " " Europe.. .
"" " Java .
" " " "Hawaii . . .
" " " "other For'gn Co'tries
"' "" of Domestic .
" Total tons for \veek .
•, 'increased since last \veek .
H for ,veek to Ilnporters .
'" Refiners . 43,562
" sinceOctoberr 11,13 1
." Jan. I, fron1.Cuba 1,298,6'11
" "Porto Rico. .. . . . . . . . .. r69,947
." " " other West Indies. . . . . . 27.835
" " " Brazil.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,825
" Philippine Islands. . . . . . 4.400
"' " " Europe.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 326
" " " Java................ 71,145
" ., " Hawaii.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 228,602
" "other Foreign Countries 4,621
" " " of Domestic. . . . . . . . . . . 9,342
Total Receipts since January I 1.81 7,654
Receipts of Refined for the week incl'd above
Receipts of Refined since January I. . . . . . . . 326
Deliveries for week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,950
Deliveries for ",;eek increased since last week. I 1,424
Deliveries since January I T.803.332
Meltings by Refiners for week, estimated. . .. 47.000
Meltings by Refiners same as last week .
Melting'S ]w Refiners since January 1 T.75°,000
Export of Refined Sugar for week. . . . . . . . . 137
Export of Refined Sugar since January I. . . . 30 ,567
Export of Raw Sugar since January I. . . . . . 1,825
Consumption of U. S. through all ports, in-
cluding all sugar. foreign and domestic,
year 1908. 3,185,789 tons: year 1907. 2,-
993.979 tons.
BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY.
The comparative statement shows that there has been an in-
crea~e in receipts fr0111 all ports. Java alH! Pent. for instance
Weather Gild Crap.-The proverbial ill-wind that brought dis-
aster to the cane crop in Cuba and Louisiana had its beneficial
effect upon the beet industry in the United States because of
the rain which followed. \Vest of the Missouri the rain was.
however, conspicuously absent. Light frosts were felt for a
few days in several of the beet growing states and these were
followed by warm sunshiny days that topped off the favor-
able conditions and harvesting should come along as per schedule.
Portions of California had their first rain in September, the
clouds having been practically free from moisture since March.
This was noticeably the case in the vicinity of San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO RI':CEIPTS. From January 12 to September 20,
the receipts of sugar at San Fr~ncisco are reported as follows:
23°
1,618
... ~ ..
3°,012
166,566
25,896
67,838
277,339
II5,981
331,145
78,415
3·9S
197,355
4.2 35 4-49
3.61 3.67
t Feb. 10, 1909.
t Feb. 13, 1908.
1.990
3°3
3 1,421
3,388
54,757
90 ,755
19,74°
26,917
5°
168,833
3,438
101,179
406,483
66,599
4.2 35
---Tons---
1909. 1908.
163,866 195.50 7
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Total. 168,3 17
Oct., 1909.]
Importers' Stock, October 6 .
" "decreased since last week.
" "at highest point .
Refiners' Stock, New York, October 6 .
" "Boston, October 6 .
" "Philadelphia, October 6 .
" "decreased since last week .
Total Stock in all hands, Oct. 6, estimated .
" decreased since preceding week ..
U in all hands, January I .
,,; at high"est point in year* .
U at lowest point in year** .
Price of Centrifugals, 96°. spot. Oct. 7 .
" " same as last week ..
.;,; high't dttr'g yeartt
" " lowest dur'g yeart.
,.•Tune 2, ]909 <H' .Tan. 20, ]909. tt Se.pt. 23,1909.
,. May 27, 1908. .,.* .Jan. 29, 1908. tt Apr. 22, 1908.
§§ Including ]4,005 tons from store in Livel·pool.
Frol1l-
I-Iawaii , .
Philiphinc hlands .
Central America .
Java .
Peru , .
China. Mexico. etc.. , .
sent none during 1908 while during the current year they show
signs. Philippine Islands is not reported in the list probably
because at the time it was made the planters of that archipelago
had not shipped under the new tariff. While not likely to be a.
heavy shipper at any time it may be expected that the reports a
vear hence will be of a different complexion in so far as the
Philippines are concerned.
LourSL\NA CAN E.-Optimists incline toward a rosy view of the
situation in Louisiana though considerable damage followed in
the wake of the great storml which passed over that state during
the closing days of September. Hawaii is not called upon to
watch for storm signals as is the case with the planters on the
mainland and in the vVest Indies.
T1-IE CUBAN CRop.-Cuban canes are reported, generally, this
season, as sweet. an indication according to Cuban theory. that
the growth is not large. It is expected that by the first of No-
vember the mills will begin grinding. The planters expect a full
crop, minus about ten per cent, the estimated damage from the
September storm.
THE RECORD PRICE.-As the last form for the October Planter
goes to press Frank Atherton received advices of the arrival of
the Texan on the Atlantic side with her 12,00o-ton cargo. This
was sold at the season's record price of 4.30 or $86.00 per ton.
SUGAR PRICE Sn'UATlON.-An exchange of a recent date is of
the opinion that when sugar was selling at 4.235 it should have
been in demand at four and a half and puts the blame on the
manipulators in New York. Scarcely had the issue containing'
the kick reached here when advices were received that the price
had reached 4.3°, or a shade above the price quoted as what it
should be. The belief that it should rise was borne out lw the
advance which followed the expression of it. .
CUBAN CENTR1FUGALS 96 were sold at 4.235 on September 30
against 3.98 same date one year ago. .
TI-lE NEW YORK PRICE OF REFTNED granulated suo-ai' in 100-I~ound bags was 5.15 on September 30 as against 5.20 ~~n the same
(late one year ago.
TnE V1SlnLE SUPPLY seems to be growing less from week to
week. For instance, on September 30 the t~tal stock of Europe
al1cl America was 819,27 I tons as against 963.19° a year ago.
I'or the week the decrease is 198.923. The total stocks in storage
and afloat is 1,041,27 I tons while a year ago it was 1.256,1<)0.
Apparent.ly this is an indication of greater c;)nsumption of sugar
as the pnce of refined dropped a shacle from the price a year ago.
CUBA CRoP.-Corrected figures show the movement of crop,
as compared with two previol1s campaigns from the standpoint.
shown by the following: '
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1908 19°7
961 ,908 1,427,6'73
971,276 1,427,673
1908 19°7
867,318 1,307,000
6,000 7,000
41,000 32;000
914,3 18 1,346,000
56,958 81,673
38,000 81,673
943,000 1,427.673
911 ,742 1,349,400
62,287 57471
None 9,318
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Balance supply, estimated. 34,000
Estimated crop . . 1,483,000
1909
Stock of entire island, Jan. I, of
aIel crop , 1,485,000
1909
Receipts at United States Four
Ports and New Orleans, since
beginning of crop " .1,395,000
Estimated afloat to United States 12,000
Consuml)tion of Cuba, Jan. I, to
date. . . 44,000
Export and consumption 1,451,000
Estimated stock in island this date 28,000
Estimated Total Visible Produc-
tion to elate 1479,000
Received in United States Four
Ports anel New Orleans. entire
vear. .
Consumption of Cuba, entire year
Stock carried over to next crop ..
FHANCE. September was one of variable weather throughoul
the Republic and harvesting has been interrupted by the absence
of suitable conditions. Drv weather and sunshine is necessary
to improve the beet crop. Reports up to the middle of Septembe'r
show hackwardness in the development of the root and tests
showed the weight at 367 against 446. Sugar content 15.15 per
cent. This is the difference in weight of over 18 per cent in the
root and 2 T per cent in the sugar content. Hence the extremE:
need of warm and dry weather.
AvsTRTA.-For the first half of the month of September the
weather conditions throughout the kingdom were favorable to
the development of the beets rather ·than to the growth of the
roots. Comequently the weight continues far below the average
of that of last vear. Vv'hatever lack of moisture was noticeable
has been partly iJelped by the rains that have fallen. Dry weather
is never appreciated by the factories as it adds to the difficulty
of pulling the beets.
HOLLAND.-Beets have improved throughout the country
(though the wcather conditions have been unfavorable to all other
branches of agriculture), and have polarized 16 per cent. The
average tests show 14 per cent, sugar content and 600 gross
weight of root as against 16.2 per cent sugar and 650 gT. weight
THE .MOSQUITO FLY.
at a corresponding date last year. Harvest wiII begin two weeks
later than in 1908 and most of the factories wiII be in operation
early in October.
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There are men engaged in the cultivation of sugar in Porto
Rico who have had experience in tHe same line of agriculture
in these islands. They know the value of men 'who have been
trained according to the methods here and are often anxious to
add to their corps of employes island trained men. In this issue
is an advertisement for a luna having certain qualifications. There
is no doubt that the right man will be found.
The fifty-ninth semi-annual statement of the Yokohama Specie
Bank shows a very healthy condition of that institution. After
declaring a twelve-per cent. dividend amounting to I, qo.OOO yen
there is a reserve balance of 1,155,841.28 yen. The local branch
of the bank hopes to be in its new quarters in January. The
building is in strong contrast to the place occupied on Nuuanu
street fifteen years ago and is a monument to the men and their
careful management of the institution.
The amounts of sugar and molasses manufactured in Barbados
and exported during the present year, to August 26, are 12,327
tons and 67,278 puncheons, respectively. Last y('ar, the quan-
tities for a simlilar period were 31,631 tons of sugar and 53,125
puncheons of molasses.
Possibly Hongkong may have to be drawn upon to furnish an
enemy to the mosquitoes which infest this Paradise. Dr. Allhusen
of that city, has found the family of the Dolichopodidae or long--
legged flies, some of which are small or medium size and generally
bright metallic green in color. The larvae are long, slender and
round and live in earth or decomposing- matter. It is the perfect
insect or image, however, that is said to be useful in a mosquito
campaign. This is predaceous and hunts for small soft-bodied
i~1sects. Its habitat is in damp places covered with rank vegeta-
tIon. on the leaves of aquatic plants or on water, over the surface
of which it is able to rtm. Very likely they are able to attack
the mosquito larvae which have risen to the surface of the water
~o br.eathe. If this is so the "transplanting" of such a fly in this
ferntory would have some bearing on a campaign to rid the
cotmt,t;'Y of the pests and, perhaps, keep it clear of the "yellow
fever mosC]uito that has been talked of by the sanitary officers.
RAILWAY ON HAWAII.
Progress is being made on the extension of the railway frol11
Hilo towards Papaikou, which point will be reached early in the
new year and it is expected that trains will be in operation by
] uly 1. Three hundred graders are at work in gangs in different
localities and culverts of concrete have been erected over several
of the gulches. Concrete piers have been finished across the Wai-
luku river from the Hilo side to the center of the stream. The
birdge at this point will approximate six hundred feet in length
and will be below the present lower foot bridge. Practically it is
just at the mouth of the river and for that reason its length will
be much greater than if a point higher up stream had been selected.
Delay has bt-;en experienced through the non-arrival of the struc-
tural iron work for the bridges and some of the other material.
The bridge across the picturesque BonoEi gulch, three miles from
Hilo will be a long one and will cross the gulch above the present
'carriage bridge and near the point that juts into the stream at
that place. A gravel bank was found in the vicinity and much
material is being taken fr0111 there for use in grading.
Fifty years ago it was estimated that the nitrate bec!s would
supply the world for fifteen hundred years, but the development
along agricultural lines, and the scientific prosecution of it has
proven the fallacy of the prediction. Fertilizers are carefully
considered in the estimates of an agricultural campaign and the
lfiainland farmer realizes the necessity for its use on his soil if
he would get the best results. The use of nitrates in the manu-
facture of fertilizer has reached the enormous quantity of one
and one-half million tons per annum and at· that rate a few
decades will see the end of the source of supply. On this subject
the Gardeners' Chronicle for Februarv savs:'
Since the investigations of Liebig; BO~lssingau1t, Lawes and
Gilbert, during the first half of last century, into the nature anti
sources of theelem!ents necessary for the nutrition of plants, the
great importance of an adequate supply of nitrogen has become
fully recognized by all who are concerned with the cultivation of,
the land. Among plant-food constituents nitrogen may be said
to take first place, being at once the most costly, and, under the
ordinary conditions which prevail in the garden or on the farm,
the most effective element for increasing the yield of all kinds
of crops. Without the constant addition of an abundant supply,
either in the form of organic material such as dung. or as nitrate
of soda or other chemical fertilizer, the cultivation of field and
garden prodUCe rapidly becomes unprofitable.
,
.r.
I
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THE NITRATE SUPPLY.
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C. F. Ec1.;: ART.
SUGAR GROWING AND MANUFACTURE IN NORTH-
ERN INDIA.
From this section of the road grading is facilitated through the
C"ood offi1ces of :Manager J. T. Moil' who allows the railway com-
pany the use of water for sluicing, a privilege not available nearer
Hilo for the reason that the United States will not allo\'/ any SOlI
to be thrown into the waters of the bay. Had it been permiissable
there grading would have been finished this date.
The people in the Hamakua district seem in earnest in their
Tequest that the railway be extended to their section as soon as
possible. Unquestionably the residents of that portion of HawaIi
will patronize the road and Hilo is sure to be benefited by it. There
is no expectation that any of this crop of sugar will be taken by
the railway.
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The Striped Caledonia Variety.
The Hawaiian Plant.ers' Reeord.]
In Bulletin No. 26 of the Division of Agriculture and
Chemistry reference was made to a green and yellow striped
cane having orig-inated from a stool of Yellow Caledonia at
Grove Farm Plantation, Kauai. Through. courtesy of 1\11'.
E. E. \V. Broadbent a small lot of cuttings from this sport
were supplied the Experiment Station, and the new variety
under the name of Striped Caledonia is now being propagated
in the Station field for general distribution in 1910. As young
plant cane. it is now distinctly ahead of its parent, Yellow
Caledonia, planted at the same time, and subjected to the same
cOl.1ditions with respect to irrig-ation and fertilization; it is a.
(]llIcker germinating- cane and is characterized by a more rapid
early growth and thicker stand.
By Mr. C. J. Mackay, Superintendent of Cawnpore Sugar
Works.
Several attempts have been made in recent years to manu-
facture white sugar direct from sugar cane as is done in' the
West Indies, Egypt, Mauritius and other sugar-growing coun-
tries.
Considerable capital has been invested in these undertak-
ings, the best up-to-date machinery imported from Europe, and
skilled Europeans with expert knowledge, commercial, tech-
nical and scientific. have been employed. In spite, however,
of what would appear to be most favorable auspices, careful
supervision and a very large demand for the manufactured
<lrticle, none of these undertakings have so far achieved more
than a very moderate success, and most ha,-e had to face
.serious pecuniary loss.
The Hawaiian Planters' Record.]
Albert Koebele's phenomenal success with Novius carrdiJlalis
against Icerya in California in 1889 was the starting point for
a new regime in applied entomology, especially in States bor-
(Iering on the Pacific and in these islands. The blessings
stored in the utilization of beneficial .insects, that were but
dreams until then, suddenly appeared to suffering farmers in
unquestionably practical form. Here was a source of relief
from insect de redations that was inex ensive osse e f
numerous Cjualities making it immeasurably superior to arti-
ficial warfare and opening a vista of ease and profit beyond
the dream of avarice. Such was the hue in which Koebele's
brilliant achievement was seen by the average fruit grower
and horticulturist, uninitiated into the intricacies of applied
entomology. Indissolubly coupled with the work of ransack-
ing the world for beneficial insects was the institution of in-
spection and Cjuarantine of all live vegetable matter imported
into the State. The first to enjoy the benefits of a useful in-
sect, California was the pioneer to establish (1890) entomol-
ogical inspection of which the late, lamented Alexander Craw
was the head.
Of the benefits of a beneficial insect Hawaii first tasted in
1890, and in 1893 she retained the services of the ablest col-
lector of man's insect friends and enjoys them to the present
day. The horrible depredations of the sugar cane leaf hopper
induced us in 1904 to bring to our shores the most expert of
inspectors also, and this effectively closed our gates against
invasion by insect pests. Our isolated position permits of
1110st thorough exclusion. though our anchorage in Mid-
Pacific. surrounded bv countries similar in climate and in-
habited by conntless l)otential pests, makes our situation pre-
carious /llIlcss 0/11' ills/,cctionis 1lI0st 'uigilaJlt.
I t is not the writer's belief that all artificial remedies are to
be abandoned in anticipation of relief from insect friends. No
general rule can be made in this respect. depending as it does
upon the conditions surrounding the affected crop. It was
absurd to attempt artificial remedies against the cane leaf hop-
per: it would be equally absurd for one cultivating citrus trees
on these islands for profit to let his trees suffer from damage
by aphis, while awaiting effective attack by their parasites (an
ultimate certainty), when an application of soap solution would
kill all the aphis on his trees at one fell swoop. The aphis-
destroying insects are in this case useful where artificial battle
is inco;llpatible with circumstances, as inaccessibility, laxity, or
poverty of owner, to reduce the numbers that would migrate
to the cleansed area. No insect, native or foreign, is anywhere
destructive withont suffering from attacks by some enemies.
0 0 _395
PESTS AND PARASITES.
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To the immediate relief of the threatened crop we must bring
either its depredator's enemies or insecticides. The latter
must be used if practicable until the former be fo~tnd. Natural
enemies are preferable and always worth searchmg whenever
circumstances permit. That the work of introduction of our
insect friends from foreign lands is beset with a certain amount
of risk and should l1e'"tJer be 1t1ldertaken by others than c01npeteHt
entomologists goes without saying. Rn..t in the light of what
has been accomplished with direct importation of useful in-
sects here and abroad it seems utter folly to attempt to mis-
represent or discredit it. Thus, although. Dr. Marchal\;
memoir was published in 1908 (Popular Science Monthly,
April and May), and he speaks of the Koebele and Perkins
expedition to Australia in quest of parasites of Perllillsiella
saccharicida:. he does not give the brilliant result of that ex-
pedition! Less pardonable still is 1\1r. Froggatfs belittling
account of the result of this expedition. l\Jr. Froggatt is the
eminent Australian entomologist who, commissioned by four
Australian States fo investigate principally fruit fly enemies
and remedies, spent about a month in our midst about two
years ago on his way around the world. For the workers
directly engaged in the work of introducing, breeding and dis-
tributing beneficial insects, for the scientists and businessmen
to whose attention whether in a scientific or commercial way
the work of these insect friends is brought daily,-for these
people Mr. Froggatt had little time to spare. Such attitude
presaged not only the trend of his forthcoming report but
also reflected the prejudiced frame of mind in which he must
have set out on his expedition, unscientific as it would seem.
1v1r. Froggatt's report on entomological work in Hawaii is set
forth in his preliminary letters published in the Agricultural
Joumals of the States he represented, and his final report
appears somewhat more fully in a special publication received
a short time ago.
To correct Mr. Froggatt's evident errors we reproduce be-
low a note from a recent number of the Hawaiian Planters'
l\Tonthly, also quote the major portion of a paper recently pub-
lished by the eminent Italian scientist, Dr. F. Silvestri. which
has direct bearing on our entomological work and metho,].
Dr. Silvestri spent also about a month with us about a year
ago and embodies his observations in this paper. \Ve took
the time to translate his paper and the pleasure now to pub ..
lish it, because in the original Italian it would have remained
a dead letter to most of us. It j'emains for us only to express
our gratitude to Dr. Silvestri for the fairness with which he
s~u;lied and reported on our work. His paper contains be-
SIdes a. fund of valuable and absorbing information. which
would1l1terest and pay our readers to peruse. '
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* See review hy Noel Deerr, "Hawaiian Planters' Monthly," 1908,
p.3!l6.
t "The Louisiana Planter," .June ]~, ]908, p. 380.
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The Louisiana Experiment Station has recently begun a
series of investigations which are an inovation in experiment
station work. About a year ago a bulletin appeared on "Pre-
liminary Tests of Sugar House Machinery," by E. W. Kerr,*
and this summer another paper by the same writer has been
published on the subject of "Bagasse Furnace Investiga-
tions."t
The great need of careful scientific investigation into the
engineering problems of sugar factory machinery is apparent
to anyone who becomes interesteJ in getting the highest effi-
ciency out of it, and especially to the engineers themselves.
In the present investigation the writer states that "the
object of the tests was to gain a thorough insight into the
method in vogue in Louisiana for utilizing the heat from
bagasse, both by general observation and by experimental data
gathered." In Louisiana even the best designed sugar houses
are able to obtain only two-thirds to three-quarters of the
power required for their operation from the bagasse. Some
houses use four times as much extra fuel as others, on account
of loss of energy in the boiler furnaces, and "improperly de-
signed and uncovered steam piping; failure to provide for the
utilization of the heat in the exhaust coming from the different
engines of the house, resulting in much of it passing out above
the roof; absence of feed water heaters; the failure to use tht~
water of condensation from steam piping, evaporators, pans,
etc.; the use of mill and other engines extravagant in the use
of steam; evaporation in open vessels instead of multiple
effects; the use of a larger number of small steam cylinders
where a smaller number of large cylinders could have been
used, etc."
Loss of energy in the boiler furnace shows itself in abnor·
mally high temperature in the smokestack. This should not
be over 500 degrees Fahrenheit. High temperature is due tu
too large a grate surface to the heating surface, and to in-
crustations or soot on the heating surface of the boiler. \iVith
a consumption of "roo lbs. of bagasse per square foot of grate
surface per hour and a normal evaporation of 3 lbs. per square
foot of heating surface per hour," the writer calculates that
the proper ratio of grate surface to heating surface is I to 75.
"The volume of air admitted to a furnace per pound of com-
bustible has much to do with its efficiency." The most eco-
nomical amount to admit is considered to be about r50% of
the theoretical volume necessary to convert all of the carbon
BAGASSE FURNACE IN'VESl'TIGATIONS.
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THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN QUEENSUAND.*
* Report upon the Government Central Mills, 1008. Dr. 'V. Maxwell,
Comptroller.
Tons of Tons of
Number of Cane Cane
Growers. Produced. per Grower.
Proserpine ....................... 165 ·19,828 319
Gin Gin ......................... 80 42,242 528
Mount Bauple .................... 54 15,026 279
Nerang .......................... 58 8,336 143
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in the bagasse into carbonic acid, or 50% "excess." More than
this "is harmful in cooling the furnace." The excess varies
with different designs of furnaces and also with different ".
methods of operation. "The quantity of bagasse burning per
square foot of grate in a given time also affects the question
of 'excess air'." The investigation showed that for the most
efficient service the grate should be so proportioned that the
consumption of bagasse will be in excess of 125 lbs. per square
foot of grate per hour.
It is proposed to continue the investigation during the com-
ing grinding season.
As far as this kind of investigations concerns Hawaii, it may -,..
be said that this Tprritory has for a number of years occupied
a leading position in the development of sugar house machin-
ery, thanks to its able engineers, and has long since passed the
stage of evaporation in open vessels referred to by Mr. Kerr,
but there are yet many problems whose solution would make·
it possible to even further ins;rease the efficiency of the fac-
tories being built to replace the old ones. Is it not possible
that the solutions would be brought about more readily by the
method of the Louisiana Station than by other older methods?
R. S. NORRIS.
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A number of central factories were a number of years ago
started in Queensland under government loans; eventually the
government was obliged to foreclose on their mortgages, and to
take over the working of the mills. Dr. Maxwell was appointed
comptroller, and under his direction several mills have been freed
of debt and returned to their original proprietors. The report
under review refers to the Gin Gin, Mount Bauple, Nerang, and
Proserpine mills, still in the hands of the Treasury. Extracts
from the report of general interest are given below.
Size alld Number of Calle Gro'ZClers.-All these mills are central
factories pure and simple, the mill purchasing cane from a num-
ber of planters who also form, (I believe), the principal pro-
prietors of the mill. For the year 1907 the number of cane grow-
ers and the total cane crushed was as follows:
t Presumably a long ton.
* These figures do not. appear in the report, but have been ealcuJntC'd
from data there appearing.
Price Paid for Ca'ne.-The price paid for cane varied from
lOS 2d to 13S Id per ton;t this would correspond to from $2.18
to $2.80 per short ton. This price apparently refers to cut cane
in the field, as in the financial statements reference is made .to
payment to the growers for haulage to the railroad.
Production of Cane per Acre.-Compared with the results here
the production per acre appears very low; it is shown in the fol-
lowing table:
The crop fr0111 incomplete figures given appears to be divided
between plant and ratoon cane in the proportion of about two
.ratoon to one plant. lVlention is also made of "stanc1over cane"
which would appear to correspond with "long ratoons."
Plal/t.-The mills reported on are equipped with six-roller mills
only; the rest of the plant seems to be of the usual pattern. In
the report from the Proserpine Mill the following remark occurs:
"The juice from the second mill was returned to the megass in'
the maceration bath to the extent of say 7 per cent. of the volume
of the maceration \\Tater." This procedure being unusual in these
islands is described in a separate note immediately following..
Factory Reslllts.-These are given in some detail and from
these the following figures are abstracted:
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16.1
17.4
13.4
Tons of
Cane
per Acre.
3,094
2,418
619
A\·erage.
49,824
42,~40
8,335
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i
I 'rons of
I Cane.
---------------1-----
1
_
J:>roserpine 1
Gin Gin I
Nerang RiYer :
:i\Iount
llroserpine. Gin Gin. Bauple.
Cane Sugar %............ 13.82 13.55 14.70
" Fibcr % ............. 11.10 10.76 12.64
First :Mill Brix ................ 18.86 18.53 20.03
" Sucrosc %.......... 16.38 15.92 16.80
" Purity.............. 86.85 85.91 88.86
" Glucose % .......... 1.00 .70 .63
Mixed •Tuice Brix ................ ]3.99 ]4.]6 13.78
" Sucrose %.......... 11.83 11.90 11.86
" Purity ............. 84.56 84.04 86.06
" Glucose %.......... _ro .48 .65.Iv
" Extraction .......... !l1.22 !l2.26 87.04
"
Dilution ............ 28.81 24.86 39.35
"
per] 00 cane':; ....... 100.4 107.5 110.4
Bagasso Sucrose % ........... 5.09 4.62 GAG
" 'Vater %............ ·17.04 46.91 48.43Sucrose shipped per] 00 sucrose in
7;'5.9 76.9 G7.6e:lnc .......................... 1
Tons cane per ton sucrose ......... 9.6G 9.71 ]0.10
Tons cane per ton sugar .......... 9.08 9.12 9.49
NOEL DEERR.
MACERATING BATHS.
Cost of Prodllction.-The details are given of the cost of pro-
duction of a long ton of sugar of 88 N. T. in pounds, shillings, and
pence. The principal items are here translated into short tons,
94 N. T., and dollars and cents, so as to compare directly with
Hawaiian conditions.
~.
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In the immediately preceding- abstract concerning the
Queensland sugar industry mention is made of a macerating
bath. This is an appliance which is, I believe, practically un-
known in these islands, and opportunity is now taken to refer
to them. In Fig. I is shown a bath connecting two of a train
of mills: the bath is constructed of boiler plate: the depth of
the diluted juice in the bath is 8 inches, the height being regu-
lated at will by adjustment of a sluice valve at the end of the
bath next the mill A; bagasse from mill A falls into the bath
and is carried forward to mill B by the scraper carrier moving
in the direction indicated by the arrows, and delivered on to
the feeding plate of the mill D; diluted juice, or diluted juice
and water, enters the bath at the end near the mill B, flows
in a direction contrary to the travel of the bagasse, and over-
flows at the end next the mill A.
In Fig. 2 is sho'wn another design of bath with a distance
between the mills crf only 18 feet. and owing to the angle of
the shoot being of small grade, a shorter length of bath is
obtained. I have actually ~let with baths conforming to both
of these designs.
The object of this scheme is to thoroughly soak the bagasse
before recrushing and to allow the added water to thoroughly
400
Mount
Gin Gin. Bauple. Proserpine.
Wages in factory ................ 3.68 5.80 5.04
Purchase of cane ................. 21.50 22.84 25.60
Transport of cane ................ 1.38 .93 .47
Salaries ..... , ............ , ...... 1.21 1.64 1.27
Fuel. ......................... · ., 1.00 1.29 .68
Supplies ......................... .62 .98 .48
Maintenance and renewals .... ~... 4.55 5.05 3.18
Sugar charges ..... , .......... , .. 1.80 .83 .32
Sundries ................... ····· . 1.66 1.24 .86
,
Total ........... , .. , .......... , 37.40 40.60 37.90
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mix with the residual juice, and it will be found that the
density of the juice discharging from the bath is from LS o to
2° Brix. higher than that entering.
These baths can be used in a variety of combinations. In
a six-roller mill the diluted juice is returned from the second
mill B by means of a pump. This juice may be discharged
through a pipe running across the top of the inclined shoot,
and immediately above this the added water enters through a
second pipe; so far as intluencing the dilution is concerned,
the added water may mix with the juice on the mill bed, and on
paper with complete admixture the effect is the same.
In another scheme a bath may connect the first and second
mills only, and imbibition may be practiced between the sec-
ond and third; in this case the diluted juice from the 'third mill
goes into the bath, and juice is taken from both overflow and
mill bed.
In other cases baths may connect all the mills and the sys-
tematic complete return of the expressed juices from mill to
mill may be practiced, the juice from the first mill and the
overfl.ow from the bath connecting the first and second mills
passing on to the boiling house.
These baths are in use in Mauritius, in Fiji, and in Aus-
tralia; but I do not believe elsewhere; my experience of them
is bricfly as under.
On arriving in lVIauritus as chcmist to a firm controlling a
•• • " • "L:::> - L- a-c.,.e ~I
tain mill and make a series of comparative tests of the results
obtained with maceration and imbibition.* The results ob-
tained were much in favor of maceration; the executive on the
strength of these experiments gave instructions that macera-
tion was to be used, and I had no more opportunity of making
comparative tests.
Afterwards I was able to gather from the literature of the
sugar iric1ustry that these baths were not in use in Java and in
the Hawaiian Islands, the two districts to which I looked for
progressive ideas. I was then unwilling to give the same
weight to the short trials I had made as to the accumulated
experience of engineers obtained elsewhere; latterly, however,
I have met at least three thoroughly competent engineers who
have expressed themselves dissatisfied with present arrange-
ment on the grounds that the short distance from mill to mill
does not give the water time to soak into the bagasse.
* By maceration I mean here the use of haths and by imbibition the
l-1praying of water on to the bagasse as usually followed in these islands;
it is by these two terms that the schemes are distinguished in Mauritius.
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The present arrangements of mill gearing
used in these islands gives a compact train of
mills and leaves no r00111 for the insertion of a
bath. .Most of the plants that I have seen were
composite plants--;- each mill having its own
motor, and the distance fr0111 mill to mill vary-
ing from 18 to 30 feet; one plant, however, a
six-roller mill, had its gearing arranged as seen
in plan in Fig. 3t whereby room for a bath is
obtained. The twelve-roller mills in these
islands, and I believe elsewhere, all employ two
motors, and I am still inclined to believe the
most efficient sugar extracting apparatus would
be a twelve-roller mill and crusher consisting
of two six-roller tinits with the train of gearing
arranged as in Fl:g. 2, and with sufficient r00111
between each unit for the insertion of a bath be-
tween the second mill and the third mill.
, In discussing these baths with some engineers
in these islands, two at least have told me that
the transmission of power through worm and
wheel gearing would be a highly efficient means,
and would enable the mills to be placed any
distance apart; this same opinion I have also
heard expressed by another highly competent
engineer elsewhere. NOEL DEERR,
t In Fig. 3, a represents the first motion pIllIOn;
band b' the first motion spur wheels; c and c' the
second motion pinions; and d and d' the second mo-
tion spur wheels, the centers of which form also the
centers of the mills. The drawing is made to a scale
of 1-64 and gives 25 feet as the distance between the
centers of the mills. The ratio of gearing is ap-
proximately 20:1 in the first mill, and 19:1 in the
second mill. The cut of the "Pratt Imperial Mill"
at present appearing in the arh-ertisement pages of the
LOllisialla PlanteI' shows a train of gearing of thi~
type. Gearing arranged in this" open form" is also
to be seen in the mill of the Hawaii ?Ifill Co. at Hilo,
and I believe also at :McBryde.
. WITH NOTES BY G. W. KIRKALDY.
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THE ENTOMOLOGICAL WORK OF THE HAlWAIIAN
SUGA'R PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION AS SEEN BY
DR. SILVESTRI AND MR. FROGGATT.
THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.Oct., 1909,]
In the August number, I briefly adverted to the comments made
by Mr. Froggatt of New South Wales, (in a special official re-
port*) on pests and parasites in the Hawaiian Islands.
Dr. F. Silvestri, the most eminent of the Italian entomologists,
who stayed here, a year or so ago, for about a month, has now
published a lengthy "Survey on the Actual State of Agricultural
Entomology in the United Sta1:es of North America." This has
been roughly translated into English in the August number of
the "HQ.7.(J([iiian Forester and Agriculturist" (Vol. VI, 287-336),
and I think it is interesting to compare what Dr. Silvestri has 1:0
say on some of the matters about which Mr. Froggatt has al-
ready unburdened himself.
Dr. Silvestri's report is very valuable and should be read right
through. I have selected only those parts which bear on what
Mr. Froggatt has written about these Islands and this Experi-
ment Station.
It may be useful to recapitulate briefly some of the facts of
Mr. Froggatfs visit:
1\'Ir. Froggatt was appointed by a conference of Australian
government entomologists held in Sydney in 1906', to represent
them in a world tour with the object of making thorough enquiry
into 1:he subject of pests and parasites. He arrived here on July
14, 19°7, leaving about the middle of August.
When. in a few days, he visited this Experiment Station, I at
once offered to place Mr. Terry or Mr. Swezey, or both of them,
at his disposal for a thorough entomological investigation of any
of the planta1:ions, as I naturally concluded that he wished to
form an unbiased opinion from his own observations. Mr.
Froggatt declined the offer, owing to "lack of time." a curious
reason considering that the object of his journey was, sup-
posedly, to obtain all possible information on pests and parasites,
and considering that the Hawaiian Planters' Experiment Station
had just successfully completed pioneer experiments on a large
scale which (at that time, at least,) he would not have been able
to find duplicated anywhere else in the world.
Mr. Froggatt's visits to 1:he Station were few and brief, and
were almost entirely occupied by an examination of our Australian
* "Report on Parasitic and Injnrious Insects, ]907-]908"; New South
\Vales, Department of Agriculture. ]909. The title on the cover is
"Official Report on Fruit Fly and Other Pests in Various Countries,
1907-]908. "
1 H<n\' is 1\fr. Froggatt ahle to determine which insects wiIJ, or will not, prove in
th~~ future to, he pests 1 'l'hcre iH no insect which is not, or may not be, connected
With C(~onOml(· cntomolo~. nnd our experience with Prrld7tsidla Ruccharicida and
tho ~onnt()l)iu PO!al:dtCR of 1'. 1·itir11lii.~, and the impOflfdlJility of finuing- accurately de-
termmed ~JOrl'rR In the Europenn 1l1UROUnU'1 hnH Hhown-whnt indeed every inRtructed
tHltomologn,t knew bf'fore-the importnnce of k('epin~ together the hiologic and B)'BtC·
mntic aRpects of clltomolog-y.-G. 'V. K.
",;, * '" For the same purpose (inspection of live vegetabie
imports) principally, the Territorial government of Hawaii main-
tains an entomological station at Honolulu with
Silvestri. three technical employees. ,;, '" '"
Before closing the enumeration of laboratories I
wish to record that in Honolulu besides the Territorial laboratory
with three entomologists, and the Agricultural Experiment Station
with two entomologists, there exists also a private one forming
Ij
".'
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Honolulu was reached on the 14th of July, where I remained for three
weeks. During that time I placed myself, first, in the hands of the Fed-
cral Dcpartmcnt of Agriculture; ]\'Lr. Jarcd Smith is
Froggatt. Director, and Mr. Van Dine, Entomologist; and most of
my official work was done at the Experiment Station, with
the assistance of thesc gentlemen.
Besides the United States Department of Agriculture, there are at
Honolulu two other institutions at which cntomological work is carried
out-the Experiment Station of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa-
tion, where, under the director, Mr. R. C. L. Perkins, there are six other
entomologists in the Entomological Division. The staff carry out in-
vestigations in the control of the pests of sugar cane, and, therefore, do
not pay any attention to fruit-flies or orchard pests. Messrs. Perkins
and Kirkaldy have bcen for some time describing new species of all kinds
of insects, which in many cases have little to do with economic entomology
or pests of sugar c'ane, though they form a fine set of monographs of the
insects dealt with. obtained by their collectors.!
type collections. A large proportion 0'£ his time was spent on
Molokai where there are no sugar plantations.
The great difference in the thoroughness of the investigations
made on the one hand by Mr. Froggatt and on the other by Dr.
Silvestri, is apparent on referring to the comparisons below;
in smaller type are Mr. Froggatt's m~agre, general criticisms;
while in ordinary type are contrasted Dr. Silvestri's detailed per-
sonal observations.
The courtesy shown and trouble taken by the staff of thc
Planters' Experiment Station has been very poorly repaid by Mr.
Froggatt, whose animus against the Association and its Experi-
ment Station is very obvious.
It is difficult to understand how Mr. Froggatt could have hon-
estly presented such a misleading report, as his expressed con-
clusions are directly contradicted by the people whose interests
are most at stake, the Hawaiian Sugar Planters, who have 'ex-
pressed their complete satisfaction with the results, so far, of the
natural campaign.
The text in the "Forester" has been followed except in a fev,,'
instances where it has been altogether too poorly expressed.
part of the experiment station of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association. This laboratory has six entomologists, among them
the most able systematist, Dr. R. C L. Perkins, and Albert Koe-
bele, the ablest seeker of insect parasites. This one costs an-
nually not less than $28,000 and keeps even now two traveling
entomologists, one in Europe and one in Malaysia, for the pur-
pose of collecting insect parasites. It also publishes an interest-
ing bulletin of which the second volume has just been completed.
With this last admirable example of what enlightened private
associations also undertake in order to be prepared to combat in-
jurious insects, I believe I have enumerated almost all the in-
stitutes and laboratories which are occupied in the United States
with the safeguarding of extremely rich and varied agricultural
productions from the attacks of hostile animals. In summing
up I will state that about 200 persons are occupied there in agri-
cultural entomology and that federal and state governments spend
for the maintenance of laboratories in the neighborhood of $800,-
000. If we add to this what the state of New Jersey and other
states spend for the extermination of mosquitoes, we arrive at
the enormous sum of $1,200,000. * * *
The method of control is called natural when other living
beings are used to fight injurious insects. Of these, however,
up to now insects alone are known, and very partially at that, to
be effective.
\Vhatever has been attained up to now with the natural method
is due to experiments undertaken and carried through in some
cases with good results, especially in the United States (main-
land) and the Hawaiian Islands. I therefore believe that it
would be useful to add to this treatise an account of what has
been accomplished in these countries; also what little has been
practiced elsewhere following their example. Thus one will get
an idea of what has been done in this field and will also be able to
understand how much may and must still be tried with prospects
of good results.
Facts 7('hiclz makc thc naturall1lctllOds ad7·isablc. It has always
been very obviotls to anybody, seeing one insect devour another,
that injurious insects must also, at least in part, be d.evQured by
other inserts. properly called predators.
Acute observers, naturalists and specially entomologists who
make a study of insect life, have sin~e remote times· had occasion
to notice that often from the egg or from the chysalis of a given
insect not an individual of the same species is born, but one or
more individuals belonging .even to different orders, so that from
the larva of a given species instead of passing through the con-
secutive stages peculiar to it, at a certain moment of its develop-
ment. larvae of other insects appear because the former has been
killed by these larvae of other insects, who devour it frol11 the
inside or suck it dry from the outside. These are the parasitic
Oct., 1909.] THE· PLANTERS' MONTHLY..
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~ ThiH is n ~('l'i01q~ miRstlltf'llwnt. Orthnia ill~df/1li,., Was f\C'lIU('rctl 0..-('1' tIl(' Tslnnd
of l'tlnui 1)\, thf> rHlwhl1wn (not. ni ('onrl-il'. the pllLlltl'1'S) n~ainHt the repeatedly \1r~cd
ndviec cd thr. t.'nto1llo1og:jHt~,-G. \V. K. .
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It is under the direction of this Experiment Station that some daring
experiments have been made in economic entomology. Among these
may be instanced the introduction of foreign pest illsects
Froggatt. to destroy introduced inj urious vegetation. jl,Iuch of
the waste land of the Hawaiian Islands, denuded of its
indigenous forest flora at a very early date, is now overrun with a low
scrub of lantana, guava, and a prickly acacia. The planters claimed that
it was too expensive to clear these lands of lantana, and Mr. Koebele spent
a season in Mexico, collecting any insects breeding in or upon lantana.
He sent over several microlepidoptera and small butterflies, whose cater-
pillars feed upon the flowers. foliage, and seeds; a gall-making fly (En-
treta sparsa, \Vied.); a leaf-mining fly (Lithocolletis, sp.) a defoliating
leaf-bu!!: (TclcollclIlia scruplllosa) , and moth and beetle-larvae to devour
the roots of the un fortunate plant. It was claimed that within abou,t
two years the lantana had not only been checked by the destruction of
its seeds. but that it was dying out in large areas all over the islands. I
examined a great deal of this scrub on the slopes of Mount Tantalus, and
other places on which these pests had been liberated, and though the seeds
were not so plentiful as upon the other side of the island. none of the
plants were dead. However, upon the poorer land some plants had lost
a good many leaves through the action of the plant bugs.
Thc "leal)' Bug pest (Orthesia illsiR IIis) , one of the most injurious
pests to the tea plant in Ceylon, was accidcntally introduced odginally,
it has been purposely scattered over the islands by the planters,2 and ma)'
some day become a very serious pest to cultivated plants. vVhatever may
be said in favor of introducing insect parasites to destroy injurious in-
sects. nothing. even if successful, can be said in favor of knO\Yingly intro-
ducing plant-eating insects and their larvae, for no one can tell what such
insects may do wht;n their own fooel-plant is finished.
insects, which have been noticed since remote times, and of which
the internal ones have been called "entophagi" by Rondani, and
the external ones "ectophagi" by myself.
The Lantana (Fa11l. Verbelltlceae) was introduced in Ha-
waiian Islands fr0111 Mexico in 1858 as an ornamental plant, but
favored ])\' climate and lack of enemies, it was dis-
Silvestri. seminated' even'where bv the Indian J"'1 vnah bird
(.Aeridothcrcs); which ,';as imported to I'::Iawaii for
the destruction of caterpillars and found also Lantana seed to its
liking. Gradually it took possession of districts which were used
as natural pastme on the plains, hills and mountains, and became
very troublesome to remove from cultivated land, especially sugar
land. About 1900 it constituted a really sei-ious problem for
Hawaiian agTiculture. but fortunatelv Koebele was then ento-
mologist in the Islands. ancl he in thi~ instance also had a happy
ielea. namely. to go to Mexico, study there the insects that live
on lantana. and send them alive. without their enemies. to Ha-
waii. convinced that if tilC causes inimical to lantana prevented it
in Mexico from overrunning; territory so as to becomc injurious,
at least some of thc samc inimical causcs (the insects) taken to
Hawaii without their parasites would probably hinder much the
'development of lantana.
Koebele at once received the necessary means and went to
Mexico in 1902 where he collected manydiving insects on various
parts of the plant and sent them in repeated shipments to Hono-
lulu. There Dr. Perkins took care of the material sent by Koe-
bele and raised specimens of the various species. Of these the
following are known with certainty to have become acclimated:
Agromy:::a . sp. (Dipteran), Pterophorus sp., Lycaenida'e, two
spp., Lithocollctis sp. (Lepidoptera); Teleonem-ia la:ntana,e
(Hemipteron) .
The larva of Agromy:::a lives in the lantana seed, which is
gradually destroyed by it.
The Lantana fruit attacked by Agro·/Il.y:::a differs in appearance
from the unaffected by being smaller, hard and remaining attached
to the stem, wIiile the others are soft on the outside and fall to
the ground at once. Agromy:::a has multiplied to such an extent
that it is now difficult to find lantana plants with healthy seeds.
Pterophorus lives in the larval state in ,the lantana flowers,
which are in appearance small, atrophied and dark of color. It
buries itself in the base of the flower, which it enlarges a littIe,
destroying that part which should serve for the development of
the seeds. This species and two following ones are now quite
common.
The Lycaenid species deposit their eggs on the young blossoms
of the lantana and their larvae destroy flO'.Ners and young seeds.
The four above named species are all given to the destruction
of the flowers and seeds of lantana and thereby prevent its fur-
ther dissemination. Lithocolletis on the other hand bores gal-
leries in the leaves, and TeleollelJlz"a, sucks leaves and flowers. The
latter two insects defoliate the lantana plant several times during
the year and to these is added the draining work of a scalebug,
OrtJzc:::ia iJl.~igllis Doug!., which was not introduced by Koebele,
the time and manner of its importation being unknown.
The result of the introduction of these and other insects. in-
cluding a Dipteran that produces galls on the branches, has been
to arrest the diffusion of lantana in the Hawaiian Islands and to
have it now loaded with so many enemies that thev finallv must
gain completc control, agriculturally speaking. . '.
v\Then in Septcmber, 1908, I went from Honolulu to the neigh-
boring 11'10unt Tantalus. I had occasion to see everywhere on the
sides of the mountain before arriving at the native forest, more
or less extended areas completely overrun by lantal~a\which was
almost entirelv without leaves and without flowers. Elsewhere I
observed the same thing.
This ingcnious idea of Koebele was also in this case a com-
plete success and will leacl to other good results in similar cases.
This method presents very grave danger, to avoid which ex-
ceptional and able caution is necessary because only such insect
Oct., 1909.J THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY. 409
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species must be introduced as have very specialized habits, like
the Agronvyzo and Pterophorus, which almost certainly will not.
be able to adapt themselves suddenly and produce the same
changes in plants of other species.
But when it is a question of insects which eat or mine the
leaves, or sucking insects, prudence demands a very accurate study
because it might happen that they, when transported to other
regions, would adapt themselves to other plants and then it would
become necessary to have recourse to the introduction of their
parasites with much probability but without certainty of their
efficacy in the new home.
In Hawaii none of the species introduced by Koebele has in-
vaded other plants than lantana, only specimens of Telconcniia
have been seen on some local plant, but without staying there long
'reproducing; therefore I repeat, for the present Koebele's suc-
cess in the fight against a plant which has become injurious has
been also complete.
This Association has sent officers all over the world to collect and
send back parasites of all kinds, and according to the reports that have
been furnished to the public, there should now be no
Froggatt. scale insects or other pests in the Hawaiian Islands. Yet
I found as many scale insects upon their cultivated plants
as would be found in Australia, and also many cosmopolitan pests, such
as Fuller's rose beetle (Aramigus [ullcri) * * * *
The officers of the Sugar Planters' Experiment Station may have had
other successful introductions such as ladybird beetles, to eat up mealy
bug and other scale; but many of the ladybird beetles have ill turn died
out, while scale is quite common on trees and plants.
I cerya (Cottony Cushion scale) was introduced to the Ha-
waiian Islands in the vicinity of Honolulu in the spring or sum-
mer of 1889, probably with fruit from California
Silvestri. and was observed for the first time in September
of the same year. In April, 1890, its damage was
noticed for the first time, whereupon A. Jaeger wrote to Cali-
fornia -for examples of N ouius which were sent to Honolulu,
where they arrived in good condition and multiplied so well that
in November of the same year Jaeger was not able to find any
I cerya to feed the N ouius which he was raising in cages. In
September, 1908, I also was able to ascertain that I ccrya had be-
come a real entomological rarity in the surroundings of Honolulu.
* * :1: * *
The success of the introduction of N ouius as has been seen has
been surprising in all the regions where it occurred as well in
California as in Florida and the Hawaiian Islands, Cape Colony,
Portugal, Italy, Syria, Egypt, and has saved many millions to
these countries because without N ouius cardinalis the raising- of
citrus fruit would have become impossible. ~
The reasons for this success beyond all expectation are clue to
* * oj' * *
Pul'villaria. psidii has been very harmful in Hawaii; KoebeIe,
after a visit to the coffee plantations in 1894, wrote that he had
never seen trees blackened so much by smut, which had de-
veloped on the sugary excreta secreted by Plt!'uillaria., while three
years later he founel the same locality almost freed by Cryptolac-
mils which had attacked P ulvillaria" destroying its eggs. Also
the cha1cielids, l11icrotcrys flavlls How., a:nd another not deter-
mined species, destroy this Puhl/·lIaria.
Pubillaria mallllllcae is also attacked in Hawaii by Cryptolae-
milS, by N O'<-'ius cardillalis and by Hyperaspis.
Finally CryptolaclI/.lIs has proved a most efficacious predator
and, in Hawaii, as useful (if not, as some say, more so) than
Novius cordilla/is.
I have taken living CryptolaClIllls from Hawaii and from Cali-
fornia and have distributed them at Capri, Ischia, Palermo, Por-
tici, in citrus orchards infected by Dadylopius citri, which, al-
three favorable circumstances which are: .(1) Novius can pro-
duce in one year double the number of generations of Ieerya.
(2) Novius feeds with preference on eggs of Icerya when such
are available. (3) The absence of insect parasites which in
their turn attack N ovills in countries where it has been imported.
Such an excellent result has as yet not been repeated by any
other insect, but other good results have already been obtained in
other cases as wiII appear from all the attempts I shall record.
SCIltellista. was introduced by Craw into Hawaiian Islands in
1905 and there too it became so well established that I, desiring
to collect near Honolulu Leeaniuln oleae parasitized by TOllloeera
to carry them to Italy, could not do so, because in a locality where
a certain number of specimens of Leeanium: had been found,
which was in the hedge of Dr. R. C. L. Perkins' garden, all adult
specimens instead of being parasitized by TOII/oeera. had under
their body the larva of Selltellista.
In .Hawaii LccanillllL is attacked by two other imported
hymenoptera, viz: Ellc'j'1'tus fUSCltS and a Coeeophagus.
* '" '" * *Later Koebele introduced Cryptolaemus also into Hawaii where
it has resulted in the greatest advantage, not inferior to that of
N ovills. Before its introduction oranges and other plants
(among them sugar cane and coffee) were much invaded by
Dadylopius (D. albi:.::.:iae Mask, caleeolariac Mask., citri Risso.
filamclltosllS Cock, bro1ll'eliae B;ouch., '(!irgatus Cock, while now
they are almost free. as I myself could observe. From China
and Japan Koebele introduced into Hawaii another coccinelliel
(Stieolotis pllllctata) predatory on Dactylopius. In Hawaii
there is now Pseudococcus (Dact'j'lopius) nipae Mask., widely dis-
tributed on various plants, because it is only seldom attacked by
Cryptolaelllus and only in winter by Rhi:.:obius '(!clltralis.
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though it has a number of parasites in our country, frequently
becomes very harmful.
CC?roplastes rubens, a species of Asiatic origin, was up to about
1895 very common in Hawaii, but Koebele succeeded in finding
in China and sending to Honolulu various hymenopterous para-
sites of which at least four have become acclimated.
In 1900 Ccroplastcs rubens had become rare.
* * * * *
In the Hawaiian Islands Koebele introduced for the fight
aaainst DiaspiJlae the two species of Orcus mentioned, of which
Orc1ls chalyboc/ls is sufficiently common on citrus trees, as I have
had occasion to see, Rhi::obius lop/wntae which often develops in
aood numbers at the expense of Phenacaspis eugeniae (Mask.)~nd later on (1896) from China ChilocO'r1ts circltmdatlls, Schoen.,
and Plat}l/lQspis (pcntilia) nigra Weis., which attacks specially
Lcpidosaphes citricola" besides some other Diaspinae.
Many other Coccinellidae to fight Diaspinae have been sent to
Hawaii from Australia and China, but they have not become
acclimated and have not yet been observed. From the first named
~ountry Serangiwlt lJlGc1tligemm has become acclimated with cer-
tainty, as I have been told by Dr. Perkins, who observed it in a
mountainous part but without having had occasion to ascer-
tain its victims.
Koebele very likely, but Craw with certainty, introduced (1905)
from Japan also Chilocor1ls si1l1ilis, Rossi. He raised it in a cage,
but nobody seems to have observed it recently at liberty.
Also many Hymenopterous endophagi of Diaspinae have been
introduced into Hawaii by Koebele from Australia and China, but
reliable data about them are up to date not available.
In the Hawaiian Islands, where the result of such introduction
can be much more easily noticed than in California, it may be said
that the Diaspinae are attacked by all the predators and endophagi
in such a manner that citrus and other plants are generally only
to a small degree infested by them. But in some localities I saw
trunks of citrus trees almost completely covered by Lepidosaplzes,
though larvae and adults of Chilocorlls circll/lldatus were already
preying upon them. I also saw in abundance Phenacaspis Cll-
gcniac on N crilllJl oleander and without predatory or endophagous
insects.
It must be recognized, however, that if the result of fighting
Diaspinae has not been the best even in the Hawaiian Islands,
since trees which are badly infected by them are still to be seen,
nevertheless it is pretty good, as most of the time there is no
absolute necessity for fighting artificially any species of these
scalelmgs, which number about thirty or more.
In Hawaii on the other hand Coelopltora inaeqllalis also intro-
duced by Koebele, has given excellent results. It has propagated
there rapidly, and wherever aphids appear it does its beneficial
work. I have been able to sec for myself in a garden a small
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Olle of the greatest successes of the Association was the introduction
of a parasitic wasp that destroys the cggs of the very destructive cane-
lea f hoppers (Pcrl,illsiella sacclzaricida). This hopper
Froggatt. \\'as introduced into thcir cane-ficlds about 1902, and caused
an immcnse amount of harm, by dcpositing its eggs in thc
midrib of the leaves and sucking thc sap out of the stcms, causing in-
jurics that prodnced a great deal of smut upon the surface. This causcd
a grcat loss wherc thc fields wcre badly infcstcd; and Profcssors Kocbele
and Perkins camc ovcr to Qucensland in 1904, and spcnt some months
collccting parasites in the northcrn canc-fields, from whcnce the hopper
had probably been brought. Kocbelc sent back quanti tics of sevcral
spccies, onc of \\'hich bccamc established in the expcrimental cane grow-
ing round their laboratories, and from there was scattered all over the
islands. \Vhen I was therc last year (1907) there wcre plenty of hop-
pers in the different fields wc visited; but thcrc were also many eggs in
thc midrib of the leaves, some with parasites and just as many l1l1infested.
So rapid. howcver. was the sprcad of this egg parasite ovcr thc islands
in about t\\'o years, that onc would almost think thc parasite had been
accidcntally introduced with the cane-hoppers in the first instance, and
had only made its appearance cvident after the artificial introdnction.
This. howevcr, would not lesscn the credit that attaches to Koebcle's
work.
bed of beans infected by Aphis papaver-is with numerous indi-
viduals of that species, Platyo1llus lividigaster, and some
SC)'11l111lS notescells, all intent upon the work of destruction. Dr.
Perkins told me that of all the coceinellids introduced, he be-
lieves that in the Hawaiian Islands those which proved most use-
ful were Goelophora inaequaJis and Cryptola.emus 1Ilontrouzieri.
C. il/aequalis eats many species of aphids and also young larvae
of Perkillsiellasaceharicida) Kirkaldy; Platyomlls lividigaster is
more common now in Hawaii than in Australia, its original home.
More recently Koebele introduced also Coelophora pupilla.fa"
Schoen., which has become acclimated here, feeding on Aphids
and Alevrodes.
One species of Aleyrodes was formerly very common in Ha-
waii on coffee' plants and very harmful, but has now become so
scarce that Kotinsky in 1907 could not find specimens for descrip-
tion., This extraordinary diminution is attributed to various
parasites introduced by Koebele, but their names are not known.
'vVe have seen what excellent results in fighting I ccrya have
been obtained everywhere, with the introduction of N ovitts car-
dil/alis, how efficacious has proved Cryptolaellllls 1Ilolltroltzieri,
especially in the Hawaiian Islands in checking the development
of various species of Daetylopiilles, not to speak of how useful
proved also in the Hawaiian Islancls the introcluction of Coelo-
phora illaequalis in destroying the numerous aphids which de-
stroyed many plants.
Such examples are certainly finely demonstrative, but also
appear simple and their solution could not require very special
ability once the principle was recognized of the possibility of find-
ing useful parasites against harmful insects, as for instance I cerya
in its home country.
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In the case of CryptolaclIllts. Cocloplzora.} and Plat~:/omlts. Koe-
bele demonstrated also how it is possible to fight with insects
parasitic of species of a certain region. insects of
Silvestri. related species or of other genera native of other
countries, and therewith instituted another note-
worthy step in the natural method of control, but still he had to
:'I This if; another RcriolJs misRtntement.. It hm; h£'en the l'ltmOf;t l1niver~:'\l C'lIf.>tom in
IIrnvnii for the pnst quarter of a centurY or more to burn the rant:' refuse.-G. W. K. ..,
'The vnlue of Mr. Frog-l'ntt'R ollRervntionR is shown by the fnct that there nrc 110
Rugar cane plantntiollR on 1folokai.-G. W. 1(.
the bl1siness is in the vicinity of the immense areas of land given to cane
cl1ltl1re."
r. ThiR is n putpnhlv riclirulOllR Rtntcm<mt. rrlte lmrpoRelv ltltrod1lced ins£'cts form
n YC'TV Rtnnll proportion of the ififiect fnuna of tho islnncls.-G. ,Yo K .
. n Ma'!v oC these remarkR are mnde bv Mr. Frog"l(att in Renrcel,- a Cnir Rpiri!. The
nnpreRR10n left on the r£'ud£'r is that the mvnnh hird, ratR, and mon~OOR~, were in-
t~oducf!d rerrmtlv hv th(' Rcientific ntuff of the PlnnterR' Association at the Rame
tIme n~ t~u~ leaf·hopper pnrnRitPR, Intb'hir<lH, pte., whercnR Mr. Fro~~att knowR "f('T"~\"ell.thtR 1R not th(' CfiRP. 1\fT. Frol!g'att un throuJ!h FlN'rnR to confuse to~cth('r natural
lmml~rnntR and purpoAely intro<1u("('d lormR.-G. W. Ie
Another thing they do not take into account is, that when the leap-
hopper damage became a~ute, the methods of cllltiya~ing the cane were
altered in many places; the refuse (probably conta111111g many eggs and
larvae) was burnt instead of being buried, and new varieties of cane,.
with more resistant powers to the attacks of the leaf-hoppers, were grown
in the infested fields.3
Before we finish with this insect problem, I woufd point out that these
leaf-hoppers must still exist in considerable numbers; so much so, that
when the Pure Food Act came into operation in the United States, just
before I arrived at the islands, it was stated that some of the Hawaiian
honey was not up to the standard demanded by the chemists. This was:
a very serious matter to the ranchmen, for nearly all of them ran apriaries
on their estates, particularly the American Sugar Company, who have
an estate of 95,000 acres on the Island of Molokai, where they have some
thousands of hives.4 Thc chief flowers from which the honey is obtained
are those of the algaroba tree, which forms great thickets all round the
coasts and in the valleys between the mountains. This tree (Prosopis
jllliflora) , said to have been introduced from Mexico, is identical with. or
closely aIlied to, the species of this gcnus known as the "Mesrtl1ite." and
bears a great crop of slender bcans that are very good cattlc and horsc
food.
This is known as "Algaroba Honey": but abol1t two-thirds of the crop
is an abnormal dark production, which is now known as "Honey-dew
Honey." This is produced by the bees collecting- the honcy-dew cXl1ded
by thc swarms of leaf-hoppers and aphis in the cane-fields. Van Dine
says (Bulletin 17, 1908): "The increase in the production of Ha\vaiian
honey in recent years corresponds with the advent of thc introduced
sugar-canc leaf-hopper into the cane-fields, and the present extension of
In fact, it would bc as difficult to enumerate all the pests that have
becn accidentaIly introduced from abroad as it would be to list the pur-
posely introduced more or less useful insects that no\\" form' the bulk
of the insect fauna of the islands.;; Even most of the birds commonly
met with are introduced, and mostly pests; such as the Rice Bird (MlIllia
l'isoria, "ar. plt1lctata) , and the rndian l'dinah (A cridothCl'cs tristis).
There is an introduced rat that damages the sugar-cane and the mon-
goose was introduced from India to destroy it; bl1t the mongoosc has,
contrary to expectations, destroyed most of the ground-nesting fauna
on the islands except rats, and no one now can keep poultry in the im-
mediate vicinity of Honolull1 except in closely-netted yards.G
• >
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prove to the world how much confidence can be placed in the
auxiliaries offered by nature. .
In this new case he needed the efficient assistance of a profound
connoisseur of insects of every group, of a diligent and patient
collector, observer and breeder, that is of Dr. R. C. L. Perkins,
as well as an able sytematician of Hemiptera, Kirkaldy.
The occasion for this new and great experiment, which to re-
late gives me great pleasure, was offered by Perkinsiella' sac-
clzaricida.) Kirkaldy, a Hemipteron of the family Asiracidae (Ful-
goroidea).
This Pel"killSiella is a small insect four to six miIlimetres long.
It deposits its eggs in or near the mid rib of the leaf and also
on the stem of sugar cane. The larvae and adult live on the
juice of the cane. The damage it does is direct and indirect; the
first is caused by the deposition of the eggs and the subseguent
openings made by the larva which has to work its way through
the epidermis, and by the abstraction of nutritive liquids caused
by the larvae and the adult. The indirect damage is due to the
smut and other fungi which .develop on the cane plants in ex-
crementa of Perkillsiella, which contain sugary substances.
In the case of serious infection, if the cane plants are small
they may be completely destroyed, if they are well enough ad-
vanced they lose many leaves, do not reach complete develop-
ment, and yield a crop smaller of course in proportion as the
damage is greater.
Perl?illsiella sacclzaricida was seen for the first time by Perkins'
who collected several specimens, but 110t until the end of the year
1901 or the beginning of 1902 was it found harmful to sugar
cane on the Islands of Oahu and Kauai. In the month of N0-
vember, 1902, Perkins wrote: "This little insect is very injuri-
ous to sugar cane and its destructive activity threatens to surpass
that of the insect which bores galleries in the cane (Splzello-
pllOrlls) ."
The subsequent events happened briefly as follows: On all
the sugar plantations Perhillsiella spread rapidly' causing such
enormous damage tha.t Van Dine calculated it in 1903 to amount
to $3,000,000. Naturally alarmed the sugar planters pressed the
entomologists of the Territorial government to find a way of
fighting this fearful pest, which had it continued would have com-
pelled them to relinguish the most remunerative industry of the
islands.
Fortunatelv Koebele and also Perkins were there, both en-
thusiastic fo~ the natural method of control, the only one they
could consider in the present case.
Koebele having heard of the presence of parasites of Ful-
goroideae in Ohio, went there in 1903, collecting many species,
of which he succeeded in raising in cages, using Perl?illsiella as
host, two hymenoptera of the family Dryinidae (I-Ioplogollatoplls
1n('xicalllts and Psel/dO'gollatopl/s) sp.).
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These were liberated in the cane fields but no specimens were
observed subsequently.
In the meantime Perkins sought to ascertain the original home
of Perkin4iella, convinced that it was a recent introduction. At
first he suspected that it was a species existing in Java (Dicral1o-
tropis vastatrix); but with the help of Kirkaldy, who obtained
specimens of that species, he established the fact that such was
not the case. He repeatedly applied to his correspondents in
Australia, and finally, about the beginning of 1903, he received
from Queensland several specimens of a Hemipteron which lived
there on sugar cane, and which were exactly identical with tho:;;e
of the Hawaiian Islands.
Having therefore ascertained that Perl~illsiella· saccharicida
was of Australian origin, the Sugar Planters' Association did not
hesitate to accept the proposition to send to AU$tralia in search
of parasites of Perkillsiella and entrusted this task to Perkins and
Koebe1e.
They arrived in Australia in :May, 1904, and Perkins returned
to Honolulu about the end of the same year after having visited
together several parts of Queensland where they made very rich
collections. Koebele went for another short time to the Fiji
Islands in order to continue their collections, especially of Ful-
goroideae and their parasites.
Perkins and Koebele gave themselves entirely to the collections
of Cicadoideae and Fulgoroideae and their parasites, of all the
species they could find, sending the largest possible number of
specimens alive to Honolultt, where Craw took most diligent care
of them.7
They collected more than one hundred species of parasites, of
which the following became acclimated in Hawaii: Allagrus
(two species or two races of the same species), Parmzagrus (t\\'o
species, P. optabilis and P. perforator), Ootetrasticlllls beMus.
These species are all of prime importance because they are para-
sitic on the eggs of Perkillsiella and show their activity also in
quite distinct parts of the leaf, thus Parallagrus prefers to para-
sitise the eggs deposited in the mid rib at the base of the leaf,
Ootetrastriclzus also those of the mid rib but in the high part of
the leaf, and Allagrus the eggs in the leaf proper adjacent to the
mid rib. These parasites have multiplied rapidly, but Pamllu-
gnts and Ootetrasticll1ls are more common, because A llag1'lls
parasitizes the eggs of other Fulgoroids besides Perhllsiclla.
From only four individuals of Para/zagrzls which arrived alive
at the end of January, 190 4, at Honolulu, a very large number
was obtained for delivery one year later on many plantations.
According to observations by Dr. Perkins about the end of
1906 from leaves with eggs of Perkinsiella which had been col-
lected on a plantation, which before had suffered great damage,
3,275 parasites and 250 larvae of Perkinsiella were obtained in
the laboratory" which means ,that 86.3% of the eggs had been de-
stroyed.
Otto H. Swezey in a report of a visit to 'a plantation on the
Island of Hawaii on April 10, 1906, wrote: "This pest [referring
to Perkillsiella,] has begun to become very much reduced in com-
parison with the last visit in December, 1905, but is still causing
here and there serious damage. The egg-parasites are multiply-
ing more and more and are distributed over the whole field
wherever there are Perkinsiella.
One year later the same entomologist having visited the same
plantation reported that Perkinsiella was almost entirely destroyed
and that the parasites were as few as the hosts, but that they
were to be found wherever there was Per/~il/siclla left.
Besides these species of egg parasites the following now attack
PerkiJlsiella;: H apla.goJlatoplls vitiensis, collected by Muir in
1907 on the Fiji Islands; a PseltdogoJlatoplls sp. sent by the same
from China, and another PseltdogoJlatoplls sp. which Koebele ob-
tained in Mexico in 1908, from a species of the genus Libltrnia"
and which has adapted itself in Hawaii to parasitise Per/~illsiella.
Also species of Dryillidae, natives of Kauai and Oahu, Ecthro-
delplwx fairchildii, P., and formerly parasitic on other Ful-
goroids, has adapted itself to Perkil/siella and has been distributed
on all the other islands of the group. Of the predatory Co-
leoptera, Vcrania (rel/ata and V. IiI/cola, Calhlleda testudillaria,
raised excellently in cages and distributed in large numbers, noth-
ing certain can be said; the same applies to the numerous other
parasites which arrived alive at Honolulu and which were col-
lected in part on another voyage on which the Sugar Planters'
Association had sent the Assistant Entomologist :i',tluir to the Fiji
Islands in 1906 and later on to China.
The practical result of the introduction and acclimatization of
the imported parasites has been so good that all anxiety on ac-
count of Perkillsiella seems now dispelled and so it appeared also
to me, having seen a number of parasites hatch from the eggs of
leaves from different localities.
Only, the practice of burning the cane leaves in the fields kills
many parasites while the Per/~illsiclla, being able to fly, can save
themselves more easily and this hindel'S their reduction to a
smaller number, but already the entomologists are studying to
find a way to obviate this loss of help. Koebele and Perkins, as
well as the Sugar Planters' Association, who furnished the means,
may be well satisfied with the results obtained.
From a scientific point of view the results have been very good.
It is a matter of hundreds of descriptions of new (Hymen-
optcrous) parasites together with their hosts also largely new,
and with the biological observations there has been added an ex-
cellent contribution to the knowledge of the families of Diptera
(Pipl/llclllidac) and Coleoptera (Stylopidae) , which are little
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[We may now see what are Dr. Silvestri's conclusions] :
I have briefly set forth the actual organization of agricul-
tural entomology in the United States, the methods of fighting
used there and the results, and I believe it to be just to ack-
nowledge that much has been accomplished in that country,
much more perhaps than in all other countries combined;
n~vertheless, notwithstanding the nUl11her of person!? occupied
Wlt!1 agricultural entomolo!?"v, notwithstanding the favor with
whIch their advice is accepted and put into practice, it is
known, from an approximate calculation by Mr. Marlatt, vice
.,
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known and there has become known a new family of Lepidoptera
(Epipyropidae) of singular structure and habits, which our
knowledge of Australian Cicadoideae and Fulgoroideae and their
parasites has been greatly enriched.
The major J?ortion of the work on these insects has been writ-
ten by Perkins and Kirkaldy and a smaller part by Terry, Swezey
and Muir, who' are entomologists of the Sugar Planters' Asso-
ciation laboratory; complete they form two volumes which I con-
sider among the most important publications in our time on a
subject of agricultural entomology, though it may now perhaps be
equalled or even considerably surpassed by what is being achieved
in the United States in regard to LYlllantria dispar, L., and
Eup1'Octis c!zryso1"rhoea, L., under the direction of Prof. L. O.
Howard.
01lliodes accepta is a species of moth of the family Pymlidac,
native of the Hawaiian Islands, which in the larval state injures
the sugar cane by folding the edges of the leaf against each other
and eating parts of it. The harm done by it may at times be-
come quite serious.
This Lepidopteron had been attacked by' several species of
indigenous parasites but Koebele introduced several others be-
sides, of which J.l1a<:rod'yctill1n omiodivorll11lt, Terry, is the most
important, having destroyed alone as much as 75% of larvae in
one locality. The year of introduction and origin of this species
are not known with certainty. Clza/cis obswrata· Walker, was
introduced in 1895 from Japan and in 1896 from China and
spread rapidly in the Hawaiian Islands, parasitizing besides
Omiodes other Lepidopterous pupae (Plzlyctaellia, Cacoecia.,
Pilisia, Tortrix) ; Triclzogm11l111a pretiosa Riley, a North Ameri-
can species, was also introduced, perhaps about 1898, by Koebele
and is now well spread, destr6ying- eggs of various species of
Lepidoptera, including those of Omiod'es.
vVith this experiment it has been demonstrated for Lepi-
doptera as it has been for Hemiptera, that it is possible to
acclimatize and adapt in a certain countt;y species of foreign para-
sites which in their original home parasitise other species, even
of different families .
director of the Entomological Bureau of the Department of
Agriculture, that the annual loss due to the work of insects
amounts in the United States to a sum of seven hundred mil-
lion dollars!
As for the natural fight. finally, it must be stated that in the
United States it has already produced some excellent and some
partial results: that in Hawaii it has been applied with very good
results in most cases: that in Australia it has already produced
beneficial effects and that better ones are to be exp<:cted in
the near future.
It is necessary that the agricultural entomologists should
seek to introduce from other continents not only thc parasites
of the imported species, but all those of indigenous species
and of species and families related to the indigenous ones.
Everything possible must be tried with the confidence that
in some case the best results will be obtained.
I have said before that it is necessary to know the biology
of indigenous parasites in order to appreciate as much as pos-
* * * * * *YAle have to deal here with an enormous sum which many
will at first perhaps consider greatly exaggerated but, ·if they
will examine industry for industry and take the difference be-
tween the crop that might be had and the actual crop. even
with the present cultural methods, they will find that this sum
falls perhaps behind the truth.
It is a real fact. I believe, however painful it may he
that the majority of agriculturists have been used for years to
i"ee crops reduced by one insect or another and that they have
become reconciled to such losses believing that there is no way
of preventing them.
On the other hand it would be well if our farmers could be
convinced that up to date agricultural economy, if provided
with sufficient personnel anrlmeans, is in the majority of cases
in a position to devise if not perfect mcthods at least such as
are apt to diminish the injury caused by insects. Therc will
be cases in which the entomologists will not be able to propose
111 a short time sure and practical mcthods of fight; but I be-
licve that it is hardly possible that aftcr prolonged. profound
and conscientious study of a given question and with all the
means at hand. they will not arrive at some practical result.
Our agriculturists should have the greatest confidence in
science. because it can always return a hundred fold what it
receivcs, but at the same time thev must support it with their
good will as well as with their means; it is in this that they are·
now lacking in our country, and the consequence of this lack
(and not of willingness and genius) is the lack of persons who
cap give their whole lives to the study of pure ancl applied
sCIences.
**
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sible those which are most useful for the natural fight and in
order to also multiply them when possible, but having to deal
with forms which in our country have numerous methods of
damage, we may perhaps never succeed in limiting these, if at
£1.11 only very partially, while by introducing and acclimating" a
foreign primary parasite without its secondary parasite or
parasites, we can maintain a continuous and very effective
natural fight against certain insects.
The natural fight must always be maintained with the great-
est confidence and since it requires only one expense during
the studies and necessary researches for one or a few years,
while its result may be the best and continuous, it must be
abandoned only after all possible trials have failed.
In order to be able to apply the natural fight, the most pro-
-found biological knowledge of the insects to be fought and of
their parasites is necessary because the cases are few in which
matters are as simple as in ICCI'}'G and N 07.'il/s; therefore the
institution of a large entomological section near the Ministr3'
of Agriculture is more than ever necessary.
Special surveillance should' be exercised over plants im-
ported by nursery men. These are the principal if not the
sole introclucers of injurious insects and fungi even from. the
most distant regions as they are also the principal propagators
of such misfortunes in one and the same region. In fact, in
order to be able to offer to their customers new varieties of
species of fruit or ornamental plants, these people frequently
send for small plants to any country and with these they mav
introcluce diseases which are at present unknown. In the
nurseries the insects (or fungi) then find an environment con-
genial for their development and multiplication and when the
little plants are sold their enemies go with them.
"\iVith this last wish for an inspection and disinfection of
plants imported from abroad, which I formulate after the ex-
ample of that which I have seen vigorously enforced in the
ports of San Francisco and Honolulu, I have finished my ac-
count and take leave of you, thanking you for having listened
with such great indulgence and recommending that you may
keep in mind that in order to safeguard the agricultural in-
dustry of Italy it is necessary that applied entomology, as well
as plant pathology, should be held in the highest esteem be
cause to improve or innovate methods of cultivation is of no
value if a better knowledge of plant enemies, which would per-
mit of finding proper means to defend the greatest wealth of
·our country, docs not keep even step with it.
The example of the United States of North America may
:serve us as a guide and stimulus!
,', '
nl
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The following is taken froml the Agricultural News and is in-
teresting as showing the results of sugar cane experiments in
British Guiana:
The report of -the Sugar-Cane Experiments Commlittee, Board
of Agricultt1.re, British Guiana, 1908, deals with the results of
t he cultivation of varieties of cane on sugar plantations in British
Guiana during the two crops of the year ended December, I908.
The information included in the report is obtained from the results
placed at the disposal of the Board by thirty plantations on which
variety trials were being made. It has reference to the yields
of commercial sugar fr0111 the different varieties of cane; the
distribution of the varieties between the estates whose results
were available, together with a comparison of their yields; the
differences in yields resulting from those in soil and meteorological
conditions; a comparison of the yields in the earlier and later
months of the year; details of the data of results obtained on
areas of not less than twenty acres on any estate; similar in-
formation to that which has been detailed, for the years I901 to
19°8; opinions as to the m~lIing qualities and the fuel value of
the megass of the different varieties; and information in regard
to the suitabilitv of different varieties to different soils, as well
CiS to the signs of deterioration that are becoming evident in some
cases.
In regard to the results from the thirty-five plantations. it is
shown that the Bourbon cane occupies by far the greater acreage,
followed by D.625, D.109. and B.208. The returns showing
the average yield of commercial sugar in tons per acre for each
variety place R3i6 at the head, followed by Green Transparent
(Selangor), D.625 and B.20S. D.625. Bourbon and D.109 lead
easily in the matter of the number of plantations from which
reports are made concerning them. and of these D.625 has shown
the largest number of instances of highest and second yields. On
the different estates, as regards the yields of tons of com;mercial
sugar per acre, D.625 is always amlong the first three, D.I45 among
the first five. and D.IOg, B.I47, B.208 and Bourbon among the
first six, varieties. D.625 showed least variation in yield under
wet and elry conditions, closely followed by D.109.
It is pointed out that the variety D.T<){). which appears to be
rapidly falling off in its general yields. gave the highest one for
the year as regards areas of over twenty acres; this was from
plant canes. In the same connection, B.208 (ratoons) and D.625
(ratoons) came next, while the lowest minima were scored by
the fanner of these and by Bourbon (plants). In the details that
are given of the means of the figures obtained in the juice analysis
of each variety in regard to which report of five or more trials
were received, B.147 shows the juice with the highest sucrose
content and purity, for plants. alld 11.208. similarly. for ratoons.
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Turning now to the results for the period 109-8, the largest
yields of commercial sugar per acre for that time have been given
by D.625, D.I45 and B.208 in this order. Similarly, for the period
1901-8, D.625, D.I45 and D·109 head the list for-plants and .for
ratoons. Opinions of the planters as to mli1ling- qualities and the
fuel value of the megass vary greatly as usual, but Bourbon, Green
Transparent, B.376 and D-4.399 appear to be best as reg-ards the
for 111Ier, and the first and last mentioned canes, together with
B.4I I best in respect to the latter, quality. The highest sucrose
content and quotient of purity of the juice, for the years 19°4-8,
have been shown by B.208, 0'.74 (four years only) ami D.95.
The following statements are made toward the conclusion of
the report: "The experiments indicate that manv varieties of
sugar-cane can be relied upon in British Guiana to give yields
of sugar in quantities equal to or greater than those obtained
from the Bourbon, and that several varieties possess well-marked
ratooning qualities. D.625 and D.145 can be safely recommended
for trial on relatively heavy lands,: B.2oS is especially suited for
lighter soils, and B'.376 and DA,399 appear to be worthy of more
extended trials. Certain varieties-the White Transparent and
its seedling progeny, D.74. D.95, D.IOg. D.lT5. D.TT6 and D.TI7
-show marked signs of falling off in their yields. especially where
grown as ratoon canes, and the committee feel that their cultiva-
tion should not be continued except on lands which have proved
very suitable to their growth. D. TOg showed on 111any plantations
signs of falling off in its yields. especially where grown as second
and as older ratoons, although on sornle it gave very satisfactory
results as plant canes. The falling- off in the yields 0 f certain of
the varieties noticed in this colony is similar to experience reported
from elsewhere with varieties of sugar-cane which have been
raised fronu seed. The committee recognize that it is a very im-
portant factor, and it is receiving their close attention.'
SUGAR IN JAVA .
. The annual report of the experiment station for the Java sugar
l11d.ustr'y for T908 (Jaarverslag van het Procfstation voor de Java-
Smkenndestrie, 1908) has been received. The following notes
are t~kenfrom an abstract of it kindly supplier! by Mr. J. Lcly,
chemist at the Antigua Sugar Factory.
Mention is made of the sudden dying-out of sugar cane in
several cases, and the phenomenon is attributed, in most instances,
to the high concentration of salts in the soil water. ammonium
sulp~late, ~ven, showing an abnormally high percentage. In con-
ncction WIth soil conditions also, a warning is given to the effect
that phosphatic manures should not be used for suzar-canc unless
chemical analysis has shown that its employment is necessary.
tor actu.al harm may result from this and expense is incurred in
purchasing a useless manure. [This is interesting in view of the
The Honolulu Scrap Iron Company, of which Charles H. Brown
is manager, has depleted the scrap heaps on many of the plan-
tations and is ready to continue in the work. The company now
has a quantity of material on hand to sell to the plantations and
is ready to Imy and wreck mills for those companies intcnding to
altcr or enlarge. The company has an advertisemcnt in this issue.
results that have been obtained with phosphates in manurial ex-
periments with sugar-cane in the West Indies.] For the same
reason, manuring with filter press cake is not recommended on
most soils. The use of potash manures is always advised against.
on account of the fact that it is an exceptional circumstance to
find too little of this constituent present for the plant's needs.
The question of the advisability of removing the trash from
canes is considered. It has been found expedient to strip the
lower, dead leaves, as their presence on the cane interferes with
the production of roots when it is earthed up. Trashing high up
has never been found to be of any advantage, except in the mat-
ter of helping to prevent the spreading of cane fires. As regards
the methods of planting canes, it has been found, on certain
estates, that growing themi in rows four feet apart gives a greatly
increased yield.
A description is given of a new method for the extraction of
sails for the purpose of chemical analysis which has been brought
forward by Professor Mitscherlich. In this, a soluton of carbon
dioxide in water is used, and special apparatus is required in the
process. Experiments on the hygroscopic properties of sugars
have shown that, in the case of the higher grades, a saturation of
the atmosphere of eighty does not cause any change. Above this,
they absorb water; below it, they become drier.
Other subjects of experiment that are dealt with are investiga-
tions into the use of "blankit" as compared with that of sulphur
dioxide' for decolorizing purposes, and the heating value of the
megass from: different varieties of cane. 'With regard to the first,
it was found that the results from careful sulphuring are as good
as those from the employment of blankit, with the additional
advantages of lower cost and no loss of sugar. Observations on
the behavior of megass in the furnace went to show that that
from sonie varieties of canes possessed a greater heating power
than other kinds, chiefly on account of its higher fibre content.
This was often conjoined with the fact that the juice from the
cane supplying that megass required less heat per ton of cane
to evaporate it, thus leading to an increased economy.
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A CHEAP AND DURABLE MARKING INK.
Editor Planters' Monthly:
Probably many of the Hawaiian sugar factories have had some
trouble with the stencil ink used in marking the sugctr bags, and
have found the mark smeared and unsightly after the bags have
been handled. Many of the factories use a ready made ink pur-
chased at the coast, while others make their own ink by mixing up
lampblack and other pigment with kerosene, linseed oil, varnish,
etc., none of which mixtures are altogether satisfactory, and are
expensive in proportion to the amount of oil or varnish used.
The Maui Agricultural Company's Paia mill has been for the
past two years making an ink which has been both cheap and
entirely satisfactory. It is made by dissolving one pound of
glue in one gallon of hot water, then stirring in one pound of
lampblack. This forms a semi-solid stock which may be diluted
for use with a suitable quantity of hot water. The ink made in
this manner dries very quickly, is practically indelible. and will
not smear.
The glue may be the cheapest ground glue in the market. cost-
ing under nine cents per pound at the plantation. but the lamp-
black should be of good quality: The ink will not cost over ten
cents per gallon if made with lampblack. Where another color
is desired any other pigment may be substituted, but a mineral
coloring, as red lead, will not give as good results on account of
its settling down too quickly. A coloring matter light enough to
be held in suspension by the glue-water should be selected where
possible.
This ink works well for stamping the bags instead of stenciling
them. The Paia mark is an eight inch "2" over a four inch
"A." with the lot number under the "A." There are two stamps
used, one for the "2 A" and one for the lot number. The first
stamp is made of a piece of 10 inch oak, with a handle set into
it, and the figure and letter are cut out from a thin piece of soft
wood with a bracket saw, and tacked in position on the oak piece.
The lot numbers are carved from oak blocks. three sets a f figures
from 0 to 9, and the required number of the lot is set up in a
light frame and clamped in place with a thurn-screw. The
stamped mark is clean and clear cut. will not smear. and the
marking can be done two or three times as fast as hv the use of
a stencil. . J. P. F.
ADDRESS DELIVERED Bry MR. lVI. O. LEIGHTON,
CHIEF HYDROGRAPHER OF THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT, BEFORE THE HAWAIIAN EN-
GINEERING ASSOCIATION, SATURDAY, AUGUST
28, I909. 8 P. M.
l\Tr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Association :-The
work concerning- which I am going- to talk to you is that car-
ried on by the United States Geological Survey, a bureau of
the Department of the Interior. The subjects could better be
presented with lantern slide illustrations, but inasmuch as I
neglected to bring anything of the kind from the States it will
be necessary for me to illustrate by the circulation of somc
forms which I think, if you crowd close enough together, wiII
answer the purpose very well.
"Vater, I need not remind you, is the most valuable mineral
in the world, a fact which is not appreciated by the people
of the country at large. Nevertheless it is so, and should be
treated as such in all phases of its investigation and in all its
developments. "Ale have had, as a rule, throughout the United
States such an abundance of water that it is onlv within recent
years that the need has been felt for investigating its amount
and availability for use. "Vhile the country was young, while
the population was sparse there was enough water for all
domestic and industrial needs, but as some parts of the COUll-
try are becoming thickly settled it has become necessary to
take account of stock. In the past a great number of our
hydraulic developments have taken place without a proper
study of the extent of our water resources. And what has been
the result? "Ale are quite familiar with the installations of
water power, which have been equipped far too high for the
amount of water available; too large investments have been
made for the ultimate returns.
In the case of irrigation we have throughout the arid "Vest
thousands of miles of ditches, thousands of square miles of
waste country, that were equipped for irrig-ation with the ex-
pectancy that they would be a sufficiently large water supply;
but all of this is done without proper preliminary study. They
found, too late, that the supply was not sufficient. In other
words, our hydraulic developments have been too largely by
the method of trial and error. From what I havc seen in your
Territory I assumc that this method has in some measure been
prevalent here, although I am very glad to ackno\'llledge that
there has been less than I had expected.
The history of stream measuremcnts dates back marc than
a half century. The earliest real invcstigation was the classic
work of Humphreys and Abbot, the Unitcd Statcs engineers
on the ;\Iississippi river. Thesc mcn devclopcd certain funda-
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mental principles that with few exceptions have persisted until
the present day. Of course, in an investigation o~ that early
date it could not have been expected that the entIre trend of
the work would ring true after years of proving; some of it
was wrong, but it stands today in American history as a classic
investigation and the real beginning of American river
hydraulics.
Vlfe have had other investigations, such as those of Colonel
E1lis on the Connecticut river, those of Francis on the l\Jerri·
mac at Lowell and Lawrence, Mass., those of Fitzgerald on
the Sudbury in l\Iassachusetts, those on the Croton in New
York, but beyond that our re::tl examination of water resources
began in the arid portion of the United States in 1888, for the
purpose of determining the amount of water supply in the arid
states available for irrigation.
The general methods of stream-flow measurement may be
more or less familiar to you. You know, of course, the old
float method of measuring streams. A stretch of river is
selected with banks fairly abrupt, with channel smooth.
Various cross-section areas are measured along the whole
stretch, so that the average cross-section of the stream channei
can be determined. After that is done. floats properly weight-
ed, so that the proper proportion of their length will be sub-
merged in the water, are started at the head of the course and
floated down to the foot of the course, and the time taken.
This process is repeated at various distances across the stream
and from the results the discharge is computed.
On many rivers, notably in those of low grade like the
Mississippi, we really have not been able to improve much on
the old float method, if proper corrections are used. vVe have
more convenient methods now, but on the working average
day after day and year after year we have not improved much
on the accuracy. Float methods are being used today all over
the United States. and especially in those streams where the
channels are regular and the current not too swift.
We have again the weir method of measuring stream flow,
which many believe to be the most accurate of all methods.
T think that has been true, but under proper conditions it is
no longer true. \Vhile it may be as accurate as any, the weir
method. that we have been accustomed to consider as a final
~tanclard for all hydraulic measurements is quite as subject to
error as any of the other methods devised. I know in con-
nection with tests we made last year on one of the canals con-
nected with the Yakima irrig-ation project in \Vashinrrton we
founel that the wiers, carefully installed, rated and ~)roperly
op;!atcd ..were g-iving quite erroneous results. .
] hc ~hlrd method in general usc for mcasuring streams is
tInt WIth a current mcter. 'nlC currcnt metcr is simplv a
series of vanes revolvin~' on a vcrtical shaft. The principl~ is
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.precisely the same as that of the anemometer. The meter is
dropped into the water, and by the number of revolutions the
speed of the current is determined. Of course, the meter has
to he calibrated by moving it at various speeds in the still wat(;;l.
before it is used.
I will pass around these two pamphlets so that you can get
an idea of the current meter, that is the latest form. This is
known as the Price cur"rent meter, and you will see in the
lower corner of the diagram there are two forms, one for wad-
ing measurelllents, where the meter is. attached to a vertical
rod and the delivering attachment comes to the ear of the
operator; and the other on the left is used for bridge and cable-
car measurements, where the meter goes into the water at
various depths. \Ve have had in the past a great deal of trou-
ble in convincing some of the older engineers, that it is pos-
sible to come within an approximate degree of correctness by
the use of the current meter. Probably they were justified in
the day that they did their meter work, because the use of the
current meter at that time was as crude as was the instrument
itsclf. It was believed at the time that any fool could' do cur-
rent meter work; probably he could: current meter work of
that day. But we have leal;ned a good deal, and those who
use the meter today are willing to endorse it.
There is a personality we might almost say about every
river, and the engineer who has a series of rivers in charge,
-or a series of measurement stations, knows the peculiarities
of his stations. He can make corrections, he can make allow-
ances, and he can prove up on his results. Of cotlrse, in estab-
lishing, in maintaining current meter stations, it is desirable to
have straight uniform sections, with high banks, so that during
floods all the water that is brought down will be confined with-
in that channel and not overflow the bottoms. In the estab-
lishment of a station in the United States we select the best
available section where the current is fairly uniform, wher.:-
there are no dams which will give back water and establish
there at fixed datuma gauge which merely records the stage.
In our work \ve have very few recording gauges, principally
because they are not necessary; we hire some resident of the
neighborhood to read the gauge once or twice each day. Our
rivers when compared with yours in the Territory are so ex-
tremelv slow in their fluctuations that, as a rule, one gauge
readin~ a day will be all that is necessary. Here, iil the
islands. I have seen records that show an increase of four or
five times in the flow of a ditch during a period of two hours.
Our rivers sometimes go up very quickly in the United States;
usually they drop more slowly, and the gauge-reader, tllf" man
who is permanently located at the station-point, is expected
to use his good judgment in such times and take as many read-
ings as the conditions warrant. He is especially instructed to
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<Yet the beak of Boods, even though he has to stay on the
:';round for hours and wait for it. I, say "he," more often it is
:';'she." Of course, we have difficulty in getting faithful men;
we have very little difficulty in getting faithful women; the
<Yood old-fashioned school-marm is the best gauge reader in
the world; and we get thel~l as often a.s :ve can. But there
are places, in the West especIally, where It IS necessary to place
a measurement station, and where there is no one within a dis-
tance of several miles to read the gauge. There it is necessary
to put in recording weirs, and there we generally have trou-
ble, because there are really no good rcording weirs on the
market at the present time for river work. There are some
excellent ditch weirs, but in the case of ri"ers where the
amplitude of the state may. vary from zero to forty feet there
is nothing in the shape of a record gauge that will encompass
that amplitude yet. We expect there will be some, have been
expecting that for ten or more years, but at the present time
our hope lies with the \V. anel J. E. Gurley Company. which is
based on the electrical contact, the gauge height being re-
corded by type on a ticker-tape, just like the stock-ticker
arrangements you find in the brokers' offices.
In addition to the gauge-height, of course, it is necessary to
determine the actual volume of the flow, and this is accom-
plished by having the engineer in charge visit the aforesaid
station every so often and make a discharge measurement
with the current meter. It is his purpose to go to the station
at as many different stages as he can, so that he will cover the
entire range in the fluctuations, and thereby fix the foci for
his rating table. In a permanent station for example we know
with a gauge height of two feet the flow must be so many
cubic feet per second. At a gauge height of ten feet it is so
much more, etc., so that after two or three years we will have
enough points in the scale so that frequent current meter
measurements may be abandoned, and we can read the actual
discharge practically right off the staff gauge or the chain
gauge, as the case may be.
Now, I will distribute among you some forms that are used
in the work, and will talk directly to them.
The first form, N.o. 9277, is the Field Note-book Sheet, giv-
ing the description of the river station. All of the queries on
this sheet are necessary in the administration of the station.
In the preliminary queries there is the location of the station
with r.espect to towns, bridges, highways, railroacis, etc., etc.,
falls, Islands and dams. It makes a lot of difference in the
cost of maintaining a station, also its cost of establtshment
whether the measurements can be taken from a hridrre, wheth-
er it is necessary to use a hoat, or whether it is nd~essary to
erect a cable over the river anel take measurements from a
trolley car.
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Then we have description of location and location of gauge.
We are obliged to use several kinds of gauges. The usual
staff gauge is not suitable in the majority of places, especially
in the northern regions where the river freezes over, or in the
timber country where the logs come down and frequently dis-
lodge the gauge. Then the floods, of which we have a great
number in many parts of the United States, will carry them
out without the aid of any detrital matter at all, but wherever
the proper protection can be -secured for a staff gauge we use
it because it is the simplest and most practical instrument.
,\There this is not possible we generally use the chain gauge.
This consists of a length of ordinary window chain, attached
to which is a window weight. The chain passes over a pulley,
and the horizontal gauge is set to datum. The gauge reader
lowers the chain until the window weight just reaches to the
surface of the water. The end or the pointer on the chain is,
then laid on the horizontal gauge and the reading is taken.
He then pulls the chain up, puts it in the box and all the ap-
paratus is locked up. That is the most practicable gauge that
we have, where there are suitable bridges or trees that are
stable enough to maintain their, original level.
liVe have in some cases to use monuments for gauges.
There are wide sandy channels in which it is not possible to
erect anyone gauge that will reach all ranges of stage. Some-
times certain rivers will be six feet wide, sometimes again the
same river will be one quarter ofa mile wide and the maximum
depth will be from eight to ten feet. In that case it is neces-
sary to have a series of monuments from the middle of the
cha'nnel clear up to the outermost edge of the channel, and
the readings are taken from one monument to the other as the
river recedes.
A glance at the queries on this blank will give you a good
idea of the information that is necessary in order to carry the
work along.
In passing over these things, if I do not make them all clear
I hope you will interrupt and ask as many questions as you
choose.
Passing now to the next form, No. 9277: Current meter
notes. That is simply a convenient loose leaf field form, and
the headings at the top of each column give you the items that
are necessary to final computation of discharge.
The next· form is 9-210, is the office and sub-office rating
table record, with the proper queries and notations at the foot.
You will see that it can be used for any sort of channel rating;
the decimals of feet in gauge height only being given, and the
convenient prefixes can be put on according to the channel.
The whole thing will suggest the method by which we keep
these channel ratings. I should say, by the way, that there
are a great many channels that change their ratings from year
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to year; of course, they are of the shifting kind. We may be
able to use one rating for a year or two, then by reason of
some fundamental change in the channel itself it is necessary
to make a new rating from the more recent measurements.
9-212 is the next form, and is merely an office record of the
gauge heights. All our office records are in note size and filed
in vertical files. The observer's record, however, is kept on
such a book as that. It is returned to the district office when-
ever it is completed.
Now, the two final forms are for finished data.
Form 9-220 gives a resume of mean monthly discharge, dur-
ing the entire year. You wiII see all our discharge is com-
puted in cubic feet per second, or as we use the contraction
second-feet. It gives the maximum and minimum discharge
in second-feet for each month of the year and the discharge ill
second-feet per square mile on drainage area.
You will see under the heading next of "Run-off" another
series of expressions which are used in various ways. The
per cent. of rainfall is another expression of various uses if
it can be properly determined. It is a lamentable fact that we
know almost as little about our rain-fall as we do about our
stream-flow. Our rainfall stations in the United States are not
always located in the regions where they are most needed.
That is also true in the Territory of Hawaii even to a greater
extent. JVlany of the places in which stations would be useful
are too remote for station maintenance or are too costly to
install.
I do not know of anything aside from stream-flow data that
is of more importance today than a thorough revision of our
rain-dam data, and the equipment of stations where they ought
to be.
Now, the title in "acre feet"-continuing with this form-
is a storage expression; a most useful one. I hope you en-
gineers in Hawaii will use it instead of "million gallons per
day." An acre-foot is something that is easily transferable
1nto other units or other expressions, and means much in irri-
ga tion. If you have a reservoir with a capacity of a milIiop
acre-feet, and you hael a million acres to irrigate it one may
without computation kno'w that the reservoir water will cover
that lanel just one foot deep. The engineering profession is
adopting it; anel I think you will find it much more convenient
than your expression of gallons per day. Finally -we come to
form 9-192, which is the official yearly record of a station. I
do not neeel to go into details any. You wiII see what it covers.
I t is the final say-so of the Geological Survey. We put dif-
ferent reports in this form. They are printed in our progress
;eports in this way, and I think for the whole year's recording
111 stream changes it is about as compact as anything that has
ever heen designed, and exceedingly convenient for use in the
office. A man can take this record and pull out of it just what
he wants in the way of data for water power, irrigation, domes-
tic supply or anything else.
Now, I have just a few more points to consider with you,
namely: the application of such studies to engineering develop-
ment. .
We do not have to argue very much with engineers now
about the necessity for stream-flow measurements in irriga-
tion works. Ten years ago .it was quite a task to convince
many of the engineers that it was unsafe to build a great sys-
tem of irrigation works and put people on broad acres with-.
out knowing how much water they had and how much land
they could cover. But, of course, stream-gauge work is funda-
mental on all successful irrigation that depends on water sup-
ply. You take for example the United States Reclamation
Service. The government has expended' fairly close to forty-
five millions of dollars in irrigation works in the '\i\Test. Had
it not been for the fact that the Geological Survey began to
maintain gauging stations there, away back in 1888, the Recla-
mation Service would have been unable to make the world's
record in construction that it has made. It was merely neces-
sary that the Reclamation Service expend any time in stream
measurements. The data were already collected and the Re-
clamation Service determined whether this or that or the
other project was or was not feasible. It is generally admit-
ted, that the few hundred thousand dollars that have been put
into stream-gauges in the arid West is in the form of insur-
ance of the government in its expenditure of forty-fi\'e millions.
It was very hard, has been very hard, up to within a few
years to convince the every-day engineer that he ought to
know something about the flow of streams, before establishing
water-power pIants. I can mention several big plants in con-
struction that were equipped with apparatus twentv or twenty-
five per cent. higher than will ever be utilized. Of course, it
is necessary to have a long series of records in the case of
water-power installation, because the amount of water-power
available now in the stream is absolutely determined and
fixed, not by the highest Bows but by the length and severity
of the low water period, and morem'er the low water period
in the lowest year. Now, in the United States the work that
has been going on in the eastern part of the country since 1895
has resulted in the establishment of over two hundred and fifty
million dollars worth of water-powers on streams and in places
where they would not have been established 'for a long time
to coble had not the information been made available. The
work has shown where there is water-power. I do not know
how many million dollars worth of money has been saved by
the discouraging results that the reports have had upon pro-
moters who wished to put water-power plants in places where
there was not sufficient water to turn the wheels.
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Then we have the relation of stream-gauging to inland water
navigation. Tl1ere have been some interesting developments
alonO" that line. The government has pursued for years the
development of inland water navigation along our big rivers
without giving very much consideration to the amount of
water. That has been corrected of late years. The engineer
corps is using in lare-e measure stream-flow measurements of
the Geological Survey. But you can appreciate how necessary
it is to know in the construction of a series of dykes how
much channel capacity you must have to leave between those
dykes in order to carry off the flow. You can appreciate how
necessary it is to know, in the channels of the river where you
are putting in a series of locks and dams how little water you
have to operate these pools and dams with.
But probably the newest appreciation that we have of
stream measurements is along the line of flood protection. \Ve
have in the past been looking upon floods as a necessary evil,
in large measure. Of course, along our great navigable
streams levies have been constructed to wall in the floods, but
we have accepted the losses without very much annoyance
except in cases like that of the Johnstown flood where they killed
a few thousand people. The facts are that our flood losses in
the United States have averaged over a hundred million doBars
a year, that is merely the physical loss; it was something like
two hundred and forty million dollars in the year 1908. The
whole flood question begins to be appreciated when \ve can
figure up an average of one ht1l1dred million dollars
physical loss each year. Th~t does not take into account
the interruption to trade, the loss due to suspension of labor.
and the damage that it causes in depreciation of lanel values.
Now, it is necessary to study stream Bow in order to suitably
provide protection against flood loss. On many of our rivers
the wav to handle floods is to close them in with levies. On
other rivers it is necessary or desirable to build reservoirs in
the high land to hold the water.
One thing I have not mentioned, and that is the loss of the
water itself. A flood is a waste of water, astonishingly so, and
if the reservoir had no other purpose than that alone it would
amply justify all that it costs. But. of course, we know that
this is only a part of its benefits: a reservoirecl stream is more
navigable, it produces more power, it will irrigate more acres
of arid lanel. .
There is still another feature where stream gaugings apply.
not generally appreciated by the people of the mainland; prob-
ably it has not occurred to you: that is in the drainage of
swamp lands. In the United States seventy million acres of
the finest and richest land that we have cannot be used for
agricttlture because it is too wet. Some of it which has been
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reclaimed is worth four hundred and five hundred dollars an
acre. The problem of drainage in the United States is as big
as the problem of irrigation. New, what do we do in draining
a great area of say twenty, thirty or forty thousand acres? It
is not merely sufficient to dig ditches to take out the water.
When we drain a great area like that we change the character
of that enormous stretch of land, from slow-spilling to a quick-
spilling area. It would be the same as if we took that flat
s'vtamp land and placed it on the side of a mountain so that
the water would run off quickly.
Through countless years the streams draining these great
swamps have adapted the capacity of their channels to the
amount of water they will have to carry. They may' overflow
at times, but as a rule they can carry about all that they get
through these s,vamps. Now, when we change the' character
of that great swamp country from a slow-spilling and a quick.
::pilling area, we are simply dumping into the rivers far more
water than they can take off. So it is necessarv to determine
what they are "now producing per square mile- per year, and
what they 'Yill produce per square mile per year after they
have been drained.
No,v, the problem in Hawaii is a new and an inspiring one,
because it plunges into conditions which we have long hoped
to investigate in the United States, but which so far we have
failed to ~lo. Here the stndy of stream flow involves an in-
tensi,"e study. a study that involves the minute consideration
of drainage from small areas. \iVe need such work in the
United States, but we have never had the money to do it. It
has been necessary to spread our stream gauge work over wide
areas. I believe in the United States now we have one station
for every sixty-five hundred square miles of drainage area. It
has been a broadcast extensive study, and we have not been
able to get to the little streams in the mountains and do any
real fundamental hydrologic studies. Each year we have
hoped to be able to do it. Now when we come here and find
that the study in this country, the fundamental study, is the
very one we have been trying to work up to in the United
States, we are, of course, greatly pleased. VVe want to be
able to carry the work on here in the same way as we do in the
CnitecJ Stat"es.
In the study of this stream flowl the work is going to he
slow in its progTess, because it is going to be difficult to start.
It is going to be eXDensive in the installation, and so for a
series of years it will be a matter of collecting data, and until
we have 'covered a cycle of conditions, or a period sufficient
so that we know what may be expected in the driest year and
in the wettest year. This work must go on in that way if it is
going to be of any value to your people. And that suggests
continuity. The most important thing about this work will
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be the cooperation of the engineer and those who ar~ inter-
ested, so that the work will not be stopped before it is com-
plete. Hydrographic work stopped before it is done is work
thrown away. Yon may here and there get some results that
are worth while, but as a rule you may as well throwaway
all hope of benefit from the money expended. If you en-
gineers of the Territory would make it one of your cardinal
principles that you will support this work, and insist upon its
continuity until it is done, you will render a great service. I
wish that your society might take an interest in the matter.
You engineers, it seems to me, stand in an enviable position.
You are in the beginning or in the early days of a wonderful
area of development. The fnture of this country depends
largely on engineering development. As I have been over the
three islands I have seen the possibilities for engineering work
:n the way of road construction, both steam and highway,
reservoir construction, irrigation, water po\'\I"er, and everything
in the shape of field engineering that shoul(l warm the cockles
of an engineer's heart. I am sorry I am not going to be here
to take part in it. I think that it is a wonderful opportunity.
The best of it is you have so few mistakes to correct. On the
mainland, the greater part of engineer practice consists in the
rectification or the correction of plans and developments that
were wrongly conceived and wrongly started in the first place.
It is only now and then that an engineer in the States gets an
opportunity to work out what may be called an anticipatory
plan, a plan that he can start that in the beginning in the field
and carry it through till the end. Generally we are obliged
to knock down some other feIlow's work and huild it right, or
build it as we think is right, and wait for some other feIlow
to knock down ours. That is especially so in government
work. But here you have a virgin field; you have carried on
a certain amount of development, and wondrous development
it is too; and you have so few mistakes to correct. such a broad
field in front of you that it is apt to make an engineer from
the mainland, like myself, extremely jealous.
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